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Aft aooeuat lo given of tno ciaaaiwament of total 
ai*#aaith oomat density under condltiona of aifflbo*etratnfl 
preolpltatiQJU fbe apparataa aaad was that developed by Adamaon 
(1088) employing an oqpoood oollaetlng sarffaoe with compensation 
for diaplaoamant oumats* SlmnltanaouB meamrawBts of the potential 
gradient F and tne rata of rainfall » voce eawried out ana oil s$tan$t 
mat® to correlate tna otnTtent doneity X wlta the variation off f an* 
» # «lta particular &a$e$§a*0£ to tfae resulta of ehalaeiw (1986) «£b0 
eetabUened tno emplrloal relationenlLp I &*a f t • 0) wtoaj^-^^a " 
0 ejm positive constants. 
In addition the precipitation earrent was measured 
with a ahielded reoeiver of the typo used by earlier wyiaffig (e*gi 
sorase 1998) la order to compare results obtained with those of the 
exposed type* 
measure tlit rate of mlnfail an entirely 
electrical method was devised and oeaetffttotad efeleti- aorabined 
a. 
slmpliolty In design with effflelenoy tit operation* 
Qontlimoua reoordlng was mad* «wr periods of several 
hosra duration and a atatletloal analysis of large numbers of results 
wan carried out* 
l%to results l a vain of the 1969*68 State* showed good 
agreement with Ototomy* formula* and the gradient* a» nee found to 
increase i n magnitude with increasing rate of rainfall* &es\&£» 
enow w o U H ooaelualve bat shewed t*iv agreement M i s t t$w*e for 
sloe* atomm **mM®m& effesiir&>tarffiea&at& bafoaen snow and #st«> 
A vide* dive*geaoe from linearity m& found in the reeulte of 
the 1088 euaaoer* 
She diffarenoefl found between the eur*eate measure* 
by the shielded and exposed oolieotors are discussed la tefme of 
the results of Smith (3:98$) aad the fffoota of eplaehlog and of 
ooa&uotloa ourrent. 
Ba*tleuia* iateveet wae found i s the firequent 
ooeurrence of the <*atmv tango* effoet often showing a definite 
time-delay not found by previous worfeero* 
PBFSffACB. 
The r a t i o n a l i s e d M«K.S* system of unite i s 
used throughout the worfc* being most suitable for the 
formulae of Atmospheric E l e c t r i c i t y * 
To avoid confusions instead of " f i e l d * the 
terra "potential gradient" i s used* This i s p ositive when 
the atmospheric potential increases with height and i s 
opposite i n sign to the eleotroetatic f i e l d . 
Chapters and paragraphs are numbered and 
references made i n the usual way. Xt has been neoessary to 
include only a small number of equations i n the text and where 
cross references have been made they are numbered aooordlng 
to the paragraph I n which they appear* Usually i t has been 
more convenient to requote the equation. 
The symbol * /^uA» # denoted "ampfac 10**®% 
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Ti<m 
ImXm %he Atgapspherlo Potential Gradient 
Th& c l a s s i c a l escperiaents of Franklin (17SS) 
and D»Alibard (1768) f i r s t established tho exlstenoe of 
eleetrootatio charge i n thunderclouds accounting for the 
s i m i l a r i t y of the lightning discharge and o l e o t r l c sparks 
produced i n tho laboratory* I n tho same yoar Lessenier (1752) 
demonstrated that e l e c t r i c a l e f f e c t s i n the atnoaphere e x i s t 
not only i n thunderstorms but also i n f a i r weather conditions* 
By using a stretched wire as an insulated oolleotor which slowly 
attained the potential of i t s surroundings* he demonstrated that 
the a i r j u s t above the earth*s surface was a t a positive potential 
with respeot to the earth. Further vi©r!s shooed an Inore&se 
of potential with height corresponding to a negatively charged 
earth with a positive charge located somewhere above* I t i s 
now well established, notably from balloon measurements 
(Chalmers 1957, p#136) that the potential gradient doorcases 
with increasing height u n t i l a t 10 km* i t has a value l e s s than 
1$ of that a t ground l e v e l * the associated positive spaoo charge 
d i s t r i b u t i o n boing given by Polsson*s equation 
where p i s the volume density of oharge i n C»a and V and F O Cm 
2. 
the potential and potential gradient at height h respectively. 
At a height of some 50 to 60 Ism. the a i r may be 
considered to be perfectly conducting from the point of view 
of atmospheric e l e c t r i c i t y and above t h i s l i e the various 
conducting layers known i n radio raork as the ionosphere. This 
term may be extended to include the lower l e v e l s (50*30 km.), 
sometimes referred to as the eleotroophere or equalising layer; 
the study of atmospheric e l e c t r i c i t y i s confined to that region 
between t h i s layer and the earth t?hioh are considered together 
as comprising a spherical condenser with the atmosphore I t s e l f 
as the " d i e l e c t r i c " * The eleotrosphere i s at an average 
potential of + 2*9 x 10** v o l t s above earth, and the e l e c t r o s t a t i c 
potential gradient set up between i t and the earth*s surface i s 
of fundamental importance i n the physics of the lower atmosphere* 
Since the curvature of the earth i s negllgibn oompared to the 
distance between these two conducting spheres, the l i n e s of foroe 
at the earth's surface may be taken as v e r t i c a l so that the bound 
charge on the earth has a surface density given by 
l . g . The Air-Earth Conduction Current* 
Owing to the presence of ionising radiation i n the 
atmosphere, produoed by ( i ) cosmic rays, ( i i ) radioactive matter 
i n the earth, and ( i l l ) radioactive gases i n the a i r emanating 
from the earth's crust, tho a i r i o p a r t l y ionised and has therefore 
(c *-\) 
3. 
a low but f i n i t e conductivity, (average value for land stations 
1»8 x 1 0 ~ 1 4 o n m g - l , m * l B Chalmers 1957 p*28G). The concentration 
and d i s t r i b u t i o n of ions i n the atmosphere have been the subject 
of extensive study, a synopsis of which i s found i n Chalmer's 
1957 volume, p. 55. 
The ions produced move under the influence of 
the e l e c t r i c f i e l d and so act as the c a r r i e r s of a v e r t i c a l 
current. Thus an Ionic conduction current flows between tho 
electrosphore and earth tending to neutralise tho charge on the 
earth's surface* By convention, a v o r t i c a l current i s described 
as positive when i t c a r r i e s positive charge downwards and negative 
charge upwards; the a i r - e a r t h conduction ourrent has been found to 
have an average value i n fino weather of about 8 x 10* 1 8A*a* 8* As 
Lines (1887) f i r s t pointed out t h i s would bring about a 
neutralisation of tho earth's charge i n a period as short as 
10 rains* and equalise the potentials of earth and eleotrosphere* 
How t h i s potential difference i s i n fact maintained at a more or 
l e s s constant value, has been one of the fundamental problems i n 
atmospheric e l e c t r i c i t y . 
1*3. Tho Maintonaaoo of the Earth's negative Charge. 
I t i p now generally agreed that the earth's surface 
reeoivep an excess of negative charge i n stormy weather (o*g* 
Sohonland 1988, and FJoraell 1987 and 1930) which balances the 
positive charge brought down I n fine weather. Thus, at any t i a e , 
considering the oarth»eleotrosphere system as a whole, there 
e x i s t s a state of dynamic equilibrium i n which a positive current 
flows to the earth i n fine weather regions and a negative charge 
i s transferred to tho earth i n those areas experiencing storms, 
a positive charge also being carried to the eleotrosphere i n these 
stormy areas* The most important mechanisms by which negative 
charge i s brought to the earth are (1) point-discharge currents 
from natural and a r t i f i c i a l points and (11) lightning discharges* 
The world-wide thunderstorm a c t i v i t y has boon 
estimated as being of the order of 44,000 per day (Schonland 1933) 
and t h i s i s a t a aaxsaimum a t about 1900 hours @#Efi*T» at which time 
a maximum also occurs i n the potential difference between earth 
and eleotrosphere* This has been arrived a t by observing the 
diurnal v a r i a t i o n i n potential gradient i n regions of the earth 
where l o c a l e f f e c t s due to pollution etc* ore negligible* 
(Whipple 1989; Whipple and Sorase 1936), 
1*4* Charge Separation. 
The e s s e n t i a l part played by thunderstorms i n 
maintaining the e l e c t r i c a l conditions of the atmosphere raised 
the question ef the prooess or processes by tshieh charge 
separation takes place i n the cumulo-nimbus cloud* a The a l t i -
eleotrograph balloon observations of Simpson, Scraso and 
Robinson (193?) and (19<£), w e l l supported by the many measurements 
of potential gradient below thunderclouds indicate f a i r l y 
definitely that the thundercloud has a largo negative charge i n 
5. 
the base tilth a corresponding positive charge at the top of tho 
cloud. I n addition a smaller positive charge i s found to reside 
where the tec^erature i s a t or above the freezing point i n the 
base of most and possibly a l l ouaulo-nimbuo clouds* 
Numerous theories of charge separation have been 
put forward and the reader i s referred to Chalmers (1957) 
Chapter 18 for a summary of these, and also to Chalmers (1950). 
Since there are l i t t l e or no olootrloal effoots i n non*raining 
olouds i t has saomed reasonable to connect the e l e c t r i c a l 
phenomena with the processes of proolpitation* The theories nay 
be divided into (1) those i n vMoh ex i s t i n g ions of each sign ore 
p r e f e r e n t i a l l y attaohed to heavier or l i g h t e r p a r t i c l e s v:hich are 
separated by acquiring different v e l o c i t i e s due to gravity and 
convection currents; ( i i ) these I n which charge i s a c t u a l l y 
generated by i c e Impact,.effects of glazing, etc* and ( i l l ) more 
reoent theories r e l y i n g s o l e l y on convection currents (Vonsegut 
1958)• I n addition, a reoent theory of Hoore,Vonnegut and 
S a s l i e (1959) claims that I t i s the e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n which i s the 
cause and not the r e s u l t of the pr e c i p i t a t i o n since the l a t t e r 
i s known to carry out of the cloud very l i t t l e of the charge 
present* 
1*8* Preolpitation Current and tho Hlabo-Stratus Cloud. 
Tho e l e c t r i c a l a c t i v i t y associated with the niabo-
stratus cloud i s considerably l o s s than that of the euaulo-ftiabus 
type, f o r instance t y p i c a l values of preoipitation current and 
potential gradient measured at the ground i n nimbo<*stratus 
conditions are 4 x 10*12A*m""fi and ~1©0 V^ m*"1 respectively 
(Chalmers 1053)* whilst for the thundercloud both those values 
could be of the order of 100 times greater* Although the nimbo-
stratus condition of steady continuous r a i n occur much more 
frequently e s p e c i a l l y i n temperate climates, i t has received l i t t l e 
attention u n t i l recently compared to the tvork done i n thundery 
weather. 
The prinoiplo of the "quasistatle s t a t e " (Chalmers 
1957 p.25) may be usefully applied! to nsimboi*0tratus weather* 
where conditions are reasonably steady* This i s a useful concept 
i n Atmospheric M e o t r i c i t y and i s applicable when the time of 
duration of any changes i n the e l e c t r i c a l conditions are long 
oompared to the relaxation time of the atmosphere* The important 
r e s u l t s are that the laws of e l e c t r o s t a t i c s s t i l l apply (despite 
the f a c t that currents are flowing i n the atmosphere-) and that 
the t o t a l v e r t l o a l ourrent density does not vary with height* The 
nlmbo*stratus cloud usually associated with the warm front of a 
depression i s of very considerable horizontal extent and f a i r l y 
slow-moving* The steady continuous r a i n f a l l from such clouds may be 
of several hours duration and the meteorological conditions vary 
neither greatlyror rapidly* 
$f i t can be assumed then, that the conditions 
pr e v a i l i n g i n thiowoathor approximate to the "steady® or quaaistatie 
state then i t follows that i f the v e r t i c a l ourrent received by an 
isol a t e d portion of the earth's surface can be measured then the 
7o 
current inside the cloud io a l s o known (Chalmers 1956)• -
WOP the earth can receive charge i n four known 
ways, by ( i ) conduction current ( i i ) p r e c i p i t a t i o n current 
( i i i ) point-discharge ( l v ) lightning, but i n nlmbo-stratua 
conditions the picture i s simplified since ( i v } i s absent, whilst 
( i i i ) i s not usually present and may be eliminated i f measurements 
are confined to times when the potential gradient at the ground 
remains f a i r l y small* A "safe" figure appears to be t 500 v**®** 
p a r t i c u l a r l y with regard to the r e s u l t s of tdaund (1953) and 
m i n e r (195$) where no appreciable discharge could bo detected 
from trees even when the potential gradient rose to as much ad ten 
times t h i s value* 
By making measurements a t the ground i t has been 
hoped to obtain r e s u l t s which may a s s i s t I n showing where the 
r a i n obtains i t s charge, what process of charge separation occurs 
i n the cloud, and whether t h i s can be "extrapolated" to the more 
violent oumulo-nimhus cloud* Chalmers (1933 and 1959) concludes that 
a s i m i l a r process of separation occurs i n both the thundercloud 
and the nimbo^stratus snow cloud where the snow receives a 
negative charge with the positive charge r i s i n g i n the a i r , and 
that a second process possibly connected with melting occurs i n 
steady r a i n giving the usually observed positive p r e c i p i t a t i o n 
current and negative potential gradient a t tho ground* This l a t t e r 
e f f e c t , whilst much smallor than the former process I n the thunder* 
cloud may account for the small positive concentration of charge 
8, 
isa. the base of the thundercloud* 
Chalmers (1SS<3) aoasured the t o t a l v o r t i c a l current 
density and the potential gradient at the earth*e surface during 
continuous r a i n and snoi» obtaining an Inverse s t a t i s t i c a l l y 
l i n e a r relationship between the ttj© quantities and the research 
described i n t h i s voluoe stay be considored as a continuation 
and extension of t h i s work* 
9o 
CBAPgBK 8. 
Effi4§TO%3TO? OF PiftgOXFITATXOH CURRT-MT 
£.!« Egethodo anfl Results of Previous Workers* 
(a) Flarl? flork. The measurement of the charge on p r e c i p i t a t i o n 
can be made simply by setting up an Insulated c o l l e c t o r f l u s h 
with cho earth's surfaoe and measuring the charge rooeivod with 
some form of oloetromotor* This immediately involves the 
prebloo of "displaeenant currents". I f a c o l l e c t o r of area A 
i s exposed to the atoosphoric potential gradient F then i t w i l l 
have a charge induced upon i t of opposite sign to the potontial 
gradient and given by the equation 
<r s £of 
where o~ i s the surfaoe density of charge i n C*m • I f there 
i s now a change i n the value of F then t h i s "bound charge" w i l l 
also change and the measuring instrument w i l l roeord a displace-
ment current equal to A-dd"t- -&A dF amps» 
* "* # " oT"1-- M 
Indistinguishable from th*alr~ e a r t h ourrent being moasured. 
This d i f f i c u l t y has resulted i n rooking a l l 
experiments to moasure precipitation ourrent capable of being 
divided into two main c l a s s e s : ( i ) those i n which the c o l l e c t o r 
i s shielded from the earth's f i e l d and (11) thooo where an 
oxposed c o l l e c t o r i s used and the displacement current i s i n oorao 
way subtracted from the moaoured current, or i n mm coses s i a p l y 
neglected* 
10> 
Care has usually been taken to minimiso spurious 
eff e c t s due to splashing at the ground; Lenard (1892) found that 
drops beoame p o s i t i v e l y charged on splashing, the corresponding 
negative charge boing given to tho a i r * 
The rolatlvo merits and f a u l t s of the shielded 
c o l l e c t o r are discussed more f u l l y I n Chapter &» and the exposed 
oolleotor i s to be preferred but i t i s with the former type of 
receiver that the great majority of the e a r l i e r measurements were 
made* 
l i s t e r and S o i t o l (1033) wore the f i r s t to use t h i s 
method» measuring with an electrometer the quantity of rain-charge 
collected over poriodo of between 5 seconds and 2 minutes and 
making observations by eye* Gerdien (1903) attempted to measure 
not tho charge but the actual current density, connecting h i s 
c o l l e c t o r to earth through a high resistance of 1 0 1 2 ohms which 
shunted the electrometer* This method was open to orltloiom due 
to the lack of r e l i a b l e i n s u l a t i o n at that time* 
Both these investigations found an exoess of 
negative charge on r a i n contrary to almost a l l l a t e r r e s u l t s , but 
some evidence of an inverse relationship between pre c i p i t a t i o n 
current and potential gradient was indicated* Also, snow was found 
to be negatively charged* 
Ueiss (1903) appears to be the f i r s t to use a 
completely exposed receiver* He used a wire brush as a colleotor 
i n an attempt to eliminate any splashing e f f e c t s but t h i s 
introduced the p o s s i b i l i t y of point discharge l a high potential 
gradionts and Sid not represent a natural surface* Kohlrausoh 
(1909) used a similar raethed, but shielded the brush froa tho 
field*, his results however tended to. agree p i t h those of YJelos, 
both finding as excess of positive charge on rain* 
Hahlor (1900) and Sohindelhataer (1913) using 
shielded collectors and Benndorf electromotors both found a 
positive excess but found no connection with tho variations of 
potential gradient, Kahler noting Q frequent variation i n sign 
of potential gradient without any corresponding changes i n 
precipitation currant* Schin&elhauer observed a seasonal 
variation, the relative frequency of positive rain being greater 
i n Winter* 
Simpson (1909) made extensive measurements at Siala, 
India, of precipitation current, recording continuously and 
measuring charge received i n trco minute intervals* He found a 
definite positive excess* t h i s predominance increasing as the 
rate of r a i n f a l l increased, but his results were mainly i n thundery 
weather* 
Baldit (1911) took OGasuromonts every IS seconds 
notioing that longer intervals would miss rapid variations i n charge 
and sign* I n contrast Berndt (1918) measured the charge collected 
over 5 minute intervals* Both found a prodeoiaaace of positive 
charge i n ra i n * 
Benndorf (1910) found that the charse/tlae and 
IS'. 
potential gradient/time graphs were frequently inverse curves, 
and \ma thus the f i r s t to observe the "mirror izaago effect™ 
which w i l l be further fiisoussod i n a later chapter* 
Herath (1914) used an exposed eolleotor i n the torn 
of a large sheet of cloth (39 c r . i n area), insulated and connected 
di r e c t l y through a sensitive gaivanoaeter to earth; a photographic 
method was used to record the current density. Currents of the 
order of lO*13^*©*8 wore recorded and i t «as found that i n 
"laadregen" or nimbo-stratus vain, the current v;as invariably 
positive* However, Herath1© collecting surface taae not "natural" 
with regard to splashing and no compensation for displacement 
current was made* 
McClelland and Nolan (1912), McClelland and 
Giliaour (1920), Harwick (1930), and Sorase (193©) measured the 
charge carried on a definite quantity of rain using a " t i l t i n g 
bucket* device» finding that the greatest current tends to occur 
with the greatest rate of r a i n f a l l . 
Sohonland (19E9), (chiefly i n thunderstorms) using 
a capillary oleotro&eter, and Chalmers and L i t t l e (1940 and 1947) 
simulated natural conditions by using exposed collectors covered 
with t u r f and surrounded by similar guard rings. Wilson (1913) 
had suggested that the effects of splashing would I n these 
circumstances approach those of natural conditions. Again, no 
displacement current conpensation was made i n either case. 
(b) Recent Results for Rain. Simpson (1949) at Kew„ using the 
13* 
same apparatus as Sor^ase (1938) but with loss shielding, 
obtained definite evidence of an inverse relationship between 
precipitation current and potential gradient especially i n 
high potential gradient* The rain current was related to the 
point discharge current and the rate of r a i n f a l l by any of three 
empirical formulae 
S/x, * *s*o x i o ~ 4 R0*57 
I/I? * x i 0S U* e ) and 
where ^ and 1^ are rain current i n A*m~Z and point discharge 
i n amps respectively and R i s the rate of r a i n f a l l i n num. per 
hour* 
This has been explained i n terns of the fanning 
rain oapturing point discharge ions (Chalmers 1951). 
Simpson also found that his results i n 1OX-J potential 
gradients could be represented by the formula 
f - -<ue x 1<T8 (F -400) 
where p i s the charge i n Cm*3 and F i s the potential gradient, 
This may be expressed i n terms of ^ the actual 
rain current i n A.m"2 and R the rate of r a i n f a l l i n sum./hour 
thust 
4 3 - 1.33 x 10" 1 4 (F -400) R 
14 
Simpson also found the "mirror imaee" effect, as did Stooklll 
and Chalmers (in!95@), noting vjavo-liko patterns i n both 
potential gradient ond rain our rent traaeo, rcith periods of the 
ordor of 15 to 30 sees* (see Chapter £ ). 
At Durham, Chalmers (1956) used a completely 
exposed collector, and, employing continuous recording, measured 
the charge collected every 4§ rains, with a simple electronic 
c i r c u i t * Proa simultaneous potential gradient measurements the 
mean displacement current over each period could bo calculated 
and then subtracted from fch© average current received by the 
collector i n that period* A l l measurements were taken i n nimbo* 
stratus conditions* S t a t i s t i c a l analysis of the results for 
rain (recorded on 31 different days) yielded a linear relation 
between t o t a l air-earth current density I (A.a*2) and potential 
gradient F (V*©""1), v i z i 
I a *1*8 x 10* 1 4 (F -150) 
A marked s i m i l a r i t y i s seen, between this equation and that of 
Simpson especially i f the value R * 1 (a typical value i n 
continuous rain) i s substituted i n Simpson*s equation* The most 
obvious divergence between the tvjo i s the value of F tshen I s o* 
Simpson suggested that the 400 i n Lis equation might represent 
the normal f a i r weather potontial gradient at Kerc so that 
i s proportional to the deviation from this value. This viot) lo 
supported by Chalmers' work since the noroal value of the f a i r 
weather potontial gradient at Durham i s of the order of 150 l a * * , 
is* 
or less* 
I t should be noted here that any aethod employing 
an exposed collector measures the t o t a l air-earth current* I.e. 
both preoipitation and conduction currents, whilst the shielded 
collectors record only the former* However, Simpson's collecting 
surfaoe was only partly shielded and must be classed as being 
intermediate betwoen the two types. 
(e) Results for Snow* Chalmers (1956) also obtained a similar 
linear law for snow finding a similar gradient for the X/P graph, 
to that f o r rain, but a very different intercept: 
I * -0*93 x 10* 1 4 (F + 425), 
using the same notation as before. 
For a further discussion of the results of Chalmors 
(1956) referenoe may be made to Chalmers (1959). 
Simpson (1949) with only a few results, found the 
occurrence of positive potential gradient and negative snow ourrent 
the most usual. This agrees with the earlier work of Sister and 
Geitel (1889), Kahler (1908), Sehlndelhauor (1913), McClelland 
and Ilolan (1913), and McClelland and Gilmour (1920) who a l l found 
• 
a negative excess. However* Weiss (1906), Harwiek (1930), 
Gsohwend (1987), Simpson (1909), and Chalmers and Pasquill (1938) 
found the snow-charge more often positive than negative. In these 
earlier experiments no distinction was drawn botwoen quietly 
f a l l i n g snow (more common i n nimbo-stratus conditions) and more 
turbulent f a l l ? Chalmors and L i t t l e (1947) found a negative charge 
1$. 
on the former and a positive charge on the l a t t e r on the avorago. 
(d) Summary. I n conclusion, the general inverse relation of 
potential gradient, and rain current, i n doubt throughout the 
various experiments and diverse techniques of the early tvorkers, 
now seems well established for the conditions of the nimbo-*stratus 
cloud, by the recent results of Simpson and Chalmers. The added 
complications of point discharge, which provides an additional 
source of charge to the r a i n , are excluded when only low potential 
gradionts occur thereby simplifying any discussion concerning 
the origin of the charge on precipitation. Further extensive work 
on precipitation current i n steady rain was considered desirable 
particularly i f an exposed collector i n conjunction with modern 
equipment were used. Simultaneous rate of r a i n f a l l measurements 
wore also required especially with regard to single-drop observat-
ions where drops of different sizes have boon found to have charges 
of different sign and magnitude e.g. Smith (1955) found the 
larger drops to be of the same sign as:the potential gradient 
whilst the smaller drops were of opposite sign. 
8.S. Adamson's Apparatus. 
(a) Compensation for Displacement Current. The use of a completely 
exposed collecting surface for air-earth current measurement 
necessarily involves sene kind of compensation or allowance for the 
effects of displacement current. The receiver used by the author*s 
predecessors at Durham comprised such an exposed collector i n the 
form of a hemispherical copper bowl mounted on polystyrene 
insultation and connected to an Input resistor of the order of 
19. 
i c r y ohes* Tho current received t?as detected by aa eleotroaetex> 
valve and a direot^coupled amplifier of high s t a b i l i t y employing 
negative feedback and acting as an impedance changer* 3?his was 
developed by Kay (1950) who also furnished the amplifier t i l t h 
specially constructed H*?* and heater supplies* 
Adaoson (1950) modified the d-o amplifier, and his 
particular contribution was to provide an electronic means of 
compensating for displacement currents* A f u l l description of th i s 
appears i n Maosoa's thesis and i t I s here proposed merely to 
suofaario© the apparatus and method used* 
By this method, the output from a potential Gradient 
measuring machine, after r e c t i f i c a t i o n and smoothing, i s 
differentiated by a capacitance-resistance c i r c u i t and the 
resultant voltago applied to one grid of a double tetrode 
electrometer valve having a common cathode (Ferranti DBM 4A), 
whilst tho other grid receives the signal from the air-oarth 
current collector» She difference bettveen tho voltages appearing 
at the two anodes i s shown to be proportional to tho difference 
between the Grid voltager* The signals at the anodes are then 
'subtracted* by loading them rospeotively to tho two grids of a 
double triode (GSC7) one anode of which i s connected direc t l y to 
tho n»9* line* Thm a signal proportional to tho rate of change 
of potential gradient» i.e. to the displacement current, i s 
effectively subtracted froa the oiv*earth current signal. The 
output from the double triode, after a further stag© of amplifieat-> 
ion i s applied to a cathode follower and measured with a galvanometer 
whilst 100$ negative feedback i s applied from the f i n a l output 
stage to the wearthy* end of the air-earth ourrent input resistor* 
The reader i s again referred to Adamsonf s thesis 
for a detailed discussion of the d i f f i c u l t i e s encountered i n 
effecting compensation and i n particular i n balancing the time 
oonstants of the two sides of the c i r c u i t (compensating and a i r -
earth ourrent sides) for the effects of transients* A 
theoretical treatment of the c i r c u i t performance9 using the method 
of the Laplace Transformation, i s Given* 
In practice satisfactory oompenoation could be 
achieved for steady changes i n potential gradient but not for 
sudden.changes (see chapter 5), 
(b) The Held H i l l . Adameon designed and used a f i e l d m i l l I n 
order to provide the output proportional to the potential gradient 
necessary for the compensation described above* The m i l l d i f f e r s 
from the conventional type, i n general use i n Atmospheric 
E l e c t r i c i t y , i n that the negative feedback i s applied not to the 
amplifier stage only but over the whole system of m i l l , amplifier 
and r e c t i f i e r , t i l t h a resultant improvement la both s t a b i l i t y and 
li n o a r i t y * , 
The collecting plate of the m i l l i s a f u l l circular 
disc over which rotates the vmal earthed sectored vane i n the form 
of the Maltese Cross* A t h i r d fised vane i s f i t t e d above the 
rotor and to thi s t h i r d plate applied the r e c t i f i e d output of 
the amplifier* This sets up a potential gradient botwesnthe 
f •19 • ' 
fixed vane and the collecting plate of the same sign and very 
nearly the same magnitude as the natural potential gradient being 
measured, producing a bound charge which i s modulated by the 
rotor i n the usual way. However, t h i s f i e l d and the natural 
potential gradient are modulated, one out of phase with the 
other, so that the output from the collector yields the difference 
between the two* Dhus i t can be seen that a negative feedback 
process i s operating* 
HQGtifioation i s effected by using a commutator on 
the same shaft as the rotating vane whilst an amplifier of 
conventional design i s employed. 
(o) The Site. Both the current collector and f i e l d m i l l are 
housed i n a p i t so that their exposed surfaces are at ground 
level, and are situated 4| m. away from the laboratory building 
i n a plot of land whioh unfortunately i s not ideally suited to the 
purpose. Previous workers have noted that the sit e i s flanked 
on three sides by tho laboratory building, a lin e of trees, and a 
small wood respectively, but also that the fourth side i s open 
and *hat i t i s from this quarter that the prevailing wii.de blot1?, 
viz: from the West. Tae unsuitabllity of the sit e i s now further 
emphasised however by a large building now being erected to the 
west! 
The r a i n f a l l recorder (see chapter 3) which was 
added to the present equipment was placed i n a similar position 
with respect to the laboratory i n order to record a similar rain-
f a l l to that roeei^od by the current collector* without oaking 
any ©laios to Identity with the r a i n f a l l over lovol» open, ground* 
3,3|g- A i ^ of Present Research* 
Adamsoa had time to take only a few results with 
his apparatus i n disturbed weather conditions but these served to 
i l l u s t r a t e the effioionoy of the equipment and i n particular, 
of the displacement current compensation* 
I n the present work i t was proposed to use the 
"Adamson apparatus" to measure the t o t a l v e r t i c a l air-earth current 
density together with t&e potential gradient at the earth's 
surface i n nimbo»stratus conditions* Continuous recording of the 
aotual current over periods of several hours could be made i n 
contrast to earlier motheds i n which the t o t a l charge ie*eived by 
a collector i n a given time was measured and where i n many cases, 
measurement took place only at selected times* 
By taking largo numbers of results i t was hoped to 
arrive at a s t a t i s t i c a l relationship betwoen current density and 
potential gradient and thereby obtain a eonparison with the 
results of Chalmers (1953)* A l l types of precipitation from nimbo* 
otratusclouds wore to be considered i n order to investigate the 
differences and sim i l a r i t i e s between rain and snow conditions 
obtained by other workers* The raago of potential Gradient values 
i n which Boasurements tjore to ho taken was ckosor. so as to 
eliminate the p o s s i b i l i t y of point discharge froa nearby objoeto 
ooourri&G and thereby complicating the eleotrio&l conditions 
prevailing? showery weather, where the "steady state" 
assumptions ( see I S ) are not applicable tuas also excluded* 
She design and construction of a r a i n f a l l recorder 
was undertaken to investigate hot? the ourrent density/potential 
gradient relationship depended on the rate of precipitation* 
Also, since the"Adamson apparatus47 v;aa being used 
as an Improvement on earlier forme of current acasurers employing 
as i t did an opposed collector and the method of compensation 
described abovo, i t wac considered that interesting comparisons 
could be made i f a ^shielded collector" was also used to record 
current densities siaultaneously, for t h i s purpose, a shielded 
collector of the type used by Sorase (1938) vjas constructed and 
is described i n a later chaptor* 
I n addition i t was anticipated that useful 
information could be gained concerning the effects of splashing 
at the ground by examining the results i n conjunction with the 
space ohargo measurements of Saiddy (1958) taken at the same time 
and i n the same place* 
B8« . 
CHAPTER 3. 
THB RAINFALL RECORDER 
3 0 I . Alternative Methods. 
In order to measure the rate of r a i n f a l l , a 
number of alternative methods wore considered. 
the instrument, produced and marketed by the 
Road Research Association relies entirely on mechanical prinoiplea. 
Rain from a collecting funnel i s led into a vessel with a 
capillary tube outlet, the rate of outflow being proportional to 
the head of water i n the vessel. This is measured by connecting 
a f l o a t through a system of levers to a pen recorder* The whole 
unit Is precision engineered, and measures the rate of r a i n f a l l 
d i r e c t l y , but was considered too expensive for the present research. 
Both Simpson (1949) and Sor^ase (1938) used a 
" t i l t i n g bucket" device i n whloh the times were recorded eaoh 
time the "buoket" emptied I t s e l f , I.e. eaoh time a fixed volume 
of rain had fallen into the collecting funnel. The average rates 
oyer these times were determined from the reoord. The instrument 
proved i n e f f i c i e n t i n periods of very heavy r a i n , and had the 
disadvantage of having moving parts* Also, with this method, a 
sharp increase i n r a i n f a l l for a short period of time would not be 
detectable. 
3.2."The Rainfall Condenser." 
I t was f i n a l l y decided to employ an eleotrical method 
83. 
making use of the high dielootrlo constant of water (Kaye and 
Laby (1953) give th i s as 80) by leading the rain from a collecting 
funnel, between the plates of a parallel plate or cylindrical 
oondenser and measuring the ohange i n oapaoitanoe so produced* 
I f the system were f i t t e d with a capillary tube outlet, then i n 
theory, the oapaoitanoe of the oondenser would be proportional to 
the head of water and henoe to the rate of r a i n f a l l . However, this 
arrangement would be very sensitive to variation of viscosity 
with temperature and contamination} to the r i s k of p a r t i a l or 
t o t a l blockage of the tube by d i r t brought down by the rain, and 
possibly also to aurfaoe tension effects. I t was considered 
simpler therefore merely to measure and record the capacitance as 
the oondenser f i l l e d up and to determine the rate from the record 
obtained as described i n 5,10. 
Since rainwater i s not a good Insulator i t was of 
course neoessary to insulate the plates of the oondenser from i t s 
contents and an attempt was made to oonstruot the f i r s t oondenser 
In the following manner. 
Two parallel aluminium plates, 10 cm* square and 
coated with a suitable substance were fixed 0*5 om. apart i n a 
perspex framework, cemented and made watertight with "Araldite" 
adhesive rosin. Considerable d i f f i c u l t y was experienced i n 
finding an e f f i c i e n t way of th i n l y ooating the plates and, by 
t r i a l and error, a l l the fallowing substances were found to f a l l 
i n providing a flawless insulating coats (1) Perspex, applied by 
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painting with a solution of perspex in ohloreform. (11) 
Celluloid applied In a solution in acetone, ( i l l ) "Araldlte"* 
The idea of coating the plates was now abandoned 
in favour of constructing a dielectric container of dimensions 
10 x 10 z 0*6 o*u* which could be Inserted between the plates* 
Vor maximum sensitivity, i t i s required that the container walls 
are made as thin as possible* I f the thickness of the walls l a 
and the internal width of the container i s Ar then the 
capacitance of the condenser when empty i s 
and when f u l l of water i s 
where £* and are the dielectric constants of the material of 
the container, and of water respectively, and A i s the area of 
the plates* 
Henoe Cm*/c0 = £* ( « + / + Ar€*) 3-3L(C) 
Sinoe £-6 - So and = 2.0 (for perspex), then for this ratio 
to be large A- » a 
In practice, the walls and base of the container 
were made from a single sheet of cellulose acetate, thickness 
0*10 mm* oemented to rigid sides of perspex with "Araldite" 
($lg» la)* The cellulose acetate sheet satisfied the thickness 
condition but lacks great rigidity, 
3*3. The Syphon, Tube* 
fp make the apparatus automatic, i t was necessary 
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to havo an arrangaent by which the condenser would empty i t s e l f 
as soon as i t had f i l l e d up. AH extension to the dieleotrio 
container was constructed and into thio was lnsorted a rubber 
syphonning tube* Fig. la. shows a later* improved form of this, 
in which the rubber tube i s replaced by a "built i n " syphonning 
tube made of perspex. With the f i r s t device, i t was found 
necessary to have a oonstriction in the bond at the top of the 
rubber tube before efficient syphonning would take plaoo. The 
container was emptied by the syphon i n a very short time, of the 
order of a few seconds, whilst i t took several minutes for i t to 
f i l l even in very heavy r a i n f a l l (see Fig. Q where the rate of 
r a i n f a l l i s as high as 0.2 mm/join, towards the end of the record*) 
3*4* The Measuring Circuit. 
A very simple oirouit was used to measure the 
capacitance of the condenser (Fig. 5 )• A mains transformer giving 
23 volts passed an alternating current, which after flowing 
through the condenser, ivas rectified by a Germanium diode 
(Q.D.3 Brinar), and measured. The battery B, passed a current 
through the galvanometer i n the opposite direction, cancelling 
out the comparatively large zero deflection due to the 9 metres 
of co-axial cable used to oonneot the condensor to the indoor 
apparatus• This zero output could have been avoided by having the 
connecting cable in the D.C. side of the c i r c u i t but this would 
have involved having the r e c t i f i e r outside, thereby increasing 
the possibility of instability due to temperature variations. 
3.5. Housing. 
The condenser was housed in an earthed metal box 
go* 
under a funnel of " t i n " shoot made i n the form of a oone of 
semi-angle 30° and having a collecting area of 0.07 m2. 
(Fig. i > . ) . A small celluloid funnel led the rain from the 
metal funnel to the container thereby preventing i t s contents 
being connected to earth as the water flowed i n from the 
collecting funnel* A polythene sheet kept the inside of the box 
dry. This was stuck on to the rim of the funnel, as shown, with 
rubber solution whioh serves as a f a i r l y efficient adhesive for 
the metal- polythene joint providing no great strain i s involved. 
I t was found necessary to keep the condenser tjarm to prevent 
moisture condensing and providing a lots resistance path between 
the aluminium plates* A 13 v* 24 watt galvanometer lamp bulb 
served this purpose and was run at reduced voltage to give long 
service* The bulb was wrapped in metal f o i l so that i t emitted 
heat but no light as the l a t t e r attracted large numbers of flying 
insects» and consequently spiders* adding considerably to the 
insulation and syphonning problems* 
3»g» Performance* 
The f i r s t "rate of r a i n f a l l recorder" was found to 
having the following disadvantages: 
1* The capacitance of the condenser did not vary linearly with 
the volume of water contained, the instrnaent proving to 
be aost sensitive when about half f u l l , and least sensitive 
xvKen nearly empty* This departure from the theory of ah 
ideal parallel plate condenser could have been caused by 
&9+. 
(a) end effects especially at the bottom Of plates, 
and (b) lack of ri g i d i t y in the sides of the diel e c t r i c 
container resulting in a i r spaces of unkiiotjn size between 
the container and condenser plates* 
2, The s t a b i l i t y of the system was unsatisfactory. This was 
attributed to the fact that the germanium diode xmo 
operating at a very low currant (of the order of 0.1^ ft ), 
3* When the condenser "syphonned out** the zero output did not 
return to I t s original value* This effect viae much in 
excess of what would be expected from a variation i n the 
"dead volume" l e f t in the container on syphonning, or from 
drops remaining on the sides of the container* Ko 
satisfactory reason for this zero d r i f t was found* 
4* The automatic syphon device was often inefficient* The 
oonstriotion in the tube mentioned above proved to bo 
highly c r i t i c a l and could only be adjusted by t r i a l and 
errof* 
The f i r s t of these four disadvantages did not 
prove serious as the apparatus could be calibrated at the 
beginning of each record or of each day's recording* by 
introducing water from a burette* ten or five e o.s^t a time p and 
assuming linearity over each increment i n volume. The other 
d i f f i c u l t i e s however vera more troublesome* Although some 
useful results were obtained using this apparatus i n the Winter 
of 1907*58 i t VJQS eventually decided to redesign both the 
condenser and the measuring apparatus* 
3*7* The Reconstructed Rainfall Beoorfler* 
A second condense? and dielectric container were 
constructed as described in paragraph 3-A. but with an 
important modification to the syphon device, the f i r s t part of 
the tube being d r i l l e d out of perspex (fig* U ) and the remainder 
being made of polythene tubing* Any irregularity i n the 
syphonnlng could thus be visually observed and then corrected* 
I t was seen that on some occasions, when the oontainer 
f i l l e d up, the water merely overflowed, but did not i n i t i a t e the 
syphonnlng action, due to the shape of the ooniaeua as shown i n 
fig* 3 (a)» I f the angle of contact of the water^erspes: Interfaoe 
had been greater than 90° this problem would not have arisen* 
For the syphon to work efficiently I t was therefore necessary to 
coat the inside of the bent part of the tube with a wax or grease 
so that the required condition should be satisfied, i . e . that 
the column of water risi n g up to the top of the tube should have 
a convex meniscus, as i n fig * 5 (b)« Th& bend i n the tube was 
f i r s t warmed in hot water (about 60°C)B the inside being kept 
dry, and then molten "Vaseline" was introduced and almost 
immediately poured out again, thus giving the inside a thin coating* 
This treatment proved to be highly satisfactory and only rarely 
did the device f a i l to syphon i n the correct manner afterwards* 
3*8* The Circuit. 
The capacitance was measured by passing a current 
from a 30 volt mains transformer through the condenser in series 
with a 1 Ujl resistor to one grid of a double triode (6SN7) 
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(fig* 4- ) f Vols grid i c biassed to out*off i n order to effect 
rectification whilst the second grid i s earthed* The galvanometer 
measures the difference i n potential between the cathodesj this 
l a zero in the absenee of a signal, the anode current being shared 
between the two halves of the valve* Use of the double triode 
eliminates the need foij&reat s t a b i l i t y i n the H,T.supplies. A 
standard ex*»Admiralty power pack was used to provide heater and 
H*ftvoltages, and i t s outer easing served also to house the rest 
of the c i r c u i t with the exception of the condenser I t s e l f and of 
course the galvanometer* The unit was easily made weather-proof 
and was kept underneath the bos containing the' funnel and 
Condenser* The lead to the latter was thus reduced to only a 
foot In length thereby eliminating the big aero output produced 
by using long lengths of oo-axial cable. 
3*9* Improved Performance. 
The cir c u i t was tested by replacing the " r a i n f a l l 
condenser by a standard oohdenser the oapaoitaaee of which could 
be varied from G to 390 Fig. 5 shows the galvanometer 
delect!on plotted against the capacitance and i t can be seen that 
although the^ariation i s not linear» the departure from linearity 
i s not great especially i n the range 100 to 8S0^yA. F. 
Consideration of the equivalent c i r c u i t of the 
double triode showed that the current through the galvanometer 
and shunt i s given by 
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where -r A i e the a«o. resistance of the valve measured i n 
kilohms, /a. i s the amplification factor* and i s the applied 
voltage at the f i r s t grid* 
Thus I * should he linear w*?*t« variation of the 
standard capacitance assuming to be constant* but this 
assumption i s not valid due to the conditions of operation of the 
valve* 
SO attempt was made to Improve the linearity of 
the c i r c u i t however, since there existed a much greats* non-
linearity inherent i n the " r a i n f a l l condenser0* I t was found that 
the latter could be improved by inserting a piece of perspex of 
thickness approximately equal to the internal width of the 
dialectrio container! and shaped as shown i n f i g * 1<v To some 
extent this counteracted the "end effects" of the condenser but also 
reduced the useful volume between the plates* 
The apparatus was calibrated each day recording 
took place* and a typical calibration i s entered on the diagram 
(fig* 5 ) i n which the deflection for the oondenser plates only . 
i s also shown, Srora the graph, the capacitance of the plates 
alone, which now measure 10 x 18 cm, i s 3 5 ^ F i n close agreement 
with the calculated value of ZZ/y*f • Equation 3-a.(c) shows that 
the capacitance when f u l l should be 28 C 0 i . e . 0 8 0 ^ F . I f 
allowance i s made for the reduction to about 40 cos* of the 
useful volume of the container then i t oan be shown that 
f a l l s to 4 1 0 ^ ? again i n accordance with the practical result* 
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A collected volume ©f 7.1 cos* I s equivalent 
to a r a i n f a l l Of 0*1 mm*, so that even with the very high irate 
of 0»1 ma* per min#, seldom encountered i n nimbo-stratus 
conditions, the condenser took a fm minutes to f i l l * The 
lowest rate of r a i n f a l l which the instrument could measure was 
0,003 mm, per minute. The performance was now quite satisfactory, 
ae illustrated In figs, b, 1ft, taken from aotual records* 
32. 
0HAP2EH 4. 
THE SHIELDED RECEIVER 
4$Xfi- ^ f t e r a l * 
Hoot of the ea r l i e r measurements of precipitation 
current (Chapter 8) have been made using shielded collectors 
in which the effects of the potential gradient on the collecting 
surface are eliminated or greatly reduced by surrounding i t with 
an earthed Conducting shield* ( f i g . 9 )* 
The great disadvantage of this type of receiver i s 
the possibility of missing some of the rain especially in windy 
weather* Scrase (1038) found that his apparatus received only 
half the amount caught by a standard rain gauge* This i s 
particularly serious i f charge of different sign resides on rain-
drops of different size since the smaller drops w i l l be affected 
most by the wind* 
Simpson (1949) greatly reduced the height of the 
cylindrical shield so that his collector received as much rain 
as a standard gauge* but consequently no longer eliminated 
displacement currents* He found that one possible source of error 
was nonexistent* viz* that drops could carry an appreciable charge 
to the collecting surface after splashing on the rim of the shield 
which would possess an induced charge* 
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I t was proposed to construct a shielded oolleotor 
Similar to that of Seras© In order to oompare the results obtained 
by this method with these given by toe exposed eolleoter* Any 
significant difference 1A the two sets of results could then lead 
to interesting and possibly important conclusions* 
4. fi* Dealan and Construction. The design of the shielded receiver 
i s shown i n f i g . 9 • The cylindrical shield i s cm high end 
60 om i n diameter whilst the opening of the inner conioal shield 
i s 88 em* i n diameter giving an effective collecting area of 
0*o$# ou» Xt was found that tne potential gradient under the 
conical shield was approximately 8$ of that over level ground* 
Any spurious effects due to displacement currents were therefore 
highly unlikely to ar i s e i n niabo-stratus conditions where the 
potential gradient i s f a i r l y small and rarely undergoes violent 
changes* 
Increasing the overall size of the apparatus 
oompared to that of Sorase and Simpson reduces any effect of 
splashing on the rim which may ea&st (e*g* lenard offset* 
indepenlent of the potential gradient) since doubling at the sine, 
would double the perimeter but would quadruple the collecting area* 
The collector i t s e l f was made in the form of a funnel 
with a rim diamter of 3& em* and fit t e d with a false bottom 
oontaining turf i n order that i t should have a similar surface to 
that of the exposed collector* The funnel was supported on two 
sett of polystyrene insulators and mounted on the top of a t i n beat 
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as shown i n the diagram* I t was found necessary to keep the 
insulators warm and this was achieved by having two 40 watt lamps 
i n aluminium oans fitted inside the boa* The ease served a 
double purpose} they provided e l e c t r i c a l shielding and greatly 
reduced the emitted light out net the heat (see 3*8) Since the 
lamps were permanently switched on, frequent replacement was 
required* To ovoreooe this necessity, they were later connected 
up i n series, instead of i n parallel, and have burned continuously 
at reduoed voltage* for over 19 months* 
The insulation of the funnel was tested by the 
14 
method of leakage and found to be setter than 10 -ft-. 
The reason for the collector being fennel shaped 
was that i t had been originally intended to measure the quantity 
of rain collected by leading i t into a r a i n f a l l recorder e However, 
i t was found that drops leaving the funnel oarrled away a quantity 
of charge thereby reducing the measured current* m i s would 
appear to be a serious defect of the apparatus of Simpson and 
Sorase where the rain from the collecting funnel f e l l Into #he 
"tilting^buoket" -MMw '. 
The whole system of ourrent collector and r a i n f a l l 
racerdSr Soald 0f touts* -oe eonneetea together •#$ iiieuiafea from e 
earth but this would prevent the use of a r a i n f a l l reooyd©*? 
employing an elaotrical method of measurement such as that 
described i n Chapter 3, a&a would also preclude using turf as a 
collecting surface* I t was f i n a l l y deolded not to attempt ttift 
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measurement of the ra i n f a l l Inside the shield, 
4*3* The Vibrating Reed meotrometer. 
The current received by the shielded collector was 
measured continuously using an "Eeko" Vibrating Reed Sleotrometer, 
in oontrast to most earlier methods where the total charge 
oolleoted over short periods of time was measured* The V«R,E. 
is essentially a device for measuring small unidirectional currents 
in the range 1©*** to 10"® amp, 
The current to he measured passes tarough sleeted 
input resistor (a choice of 10®, 10*° or i©*8 ohms*) and the 
voltage developed i s applied to the vibrating rood or dynamic 
Capacitor* This converts the D»&# signal into an A#@# voltage, 
the nagnltude of which, i s proportional to the original current 
being measured* whilst the phase depends on the sign of the latter* 
The resultant A*C* is subsequently amplified and then undergoes 
phase*sensitlve rectification i n which use i s made of a reference 
signal from the reed regulating supply, The f i n a l output Is 
displayed on a meter* unfortunately not a centre-zero instrument, 
and there is also an arrangement for connecting a recorder; i n the 
present work a m&££o& galvanometer was used* Appropriate shunts 
may be selected by means of the range swiM on the instrument so 
that f u l l scale de/le»Siofi on the meter corresponds to 30e 100, 
30Q or 1000 mV* across the input resistor* 
The V,ruE* was not designed for measuring negative 
inputs but i t can be used for currents of both sign with only very 
3$« 
alight modification (Baberfleld 190?)« The meter i s no longer 
in circuit (tut 3 t l l l n i n situ") and is replaced by a 100 ohm resistor 
Alsoi there i s a diode include In the olrouit which prevented 
damage to the meter under conditions of high negative inputs and 
resulted i n the output being non*liaear for negative Inputs as the 
meter {with connecting reversed) approached f u l l seals deflection. 
This d i f f i c u l t y was overcome by classing the £lo&*» the cathode 
of which i s now connected to earth through a 2*2 k resistor 
instead of being earthed directly* Gubseqently, however, I t Was 
found that the top half of the scale was seldom uoed particularly 
when the precipitation ourrent was negative, a condition rarely 
encountered i n steady rain although quite frequent i n s.novj. 
The V*B*E» comprises two parts* the "head unit" 
and the "indicator unit* connected for the present purpose by 9 m» 
of cable f i t t e d with "Hessey" plug connections* The indicator 
unitg containing the main amplifier, phaae^seneltive r e c t i f i e r , 
range control and meter, and a l l H#T* and heater supply circuits* 
is housed indoors i n the recording room. 
tfae head unit, which Includes the vibrating reed» 
the input r e s i s t o r s " t$*e f i r s t stag© of amplification, i s bolted 
l i r e o t i ^ en to th§ shield surrounding the collecting tunnel thereby 
OQfetins tfc© oonneoiilen'\te the latter as short as poosible ffftg, 9 }# 
I n i t i a l l y the head unit had been connected to the collector by 
S f t * of co#axial oable but i t was found later that large 
fluctuations i n output were produced due to slight movement Of the 
oable* This fault had proved very elusive for some time before 
the oause was discovered# 
Further aotee on the operation and calibration of 
the are contained 1A Chapter 5* 
.4*4*. flspeefced Results. 
The purpose of using the shielded oolleotor i n 
conjunction with the exposed oolleotor oan be seen from the 
following consideration of the possible resultsi-
(a) • X$t£fflkrfit. conduction our rent. Since the exposed oollector 
measures the total air*eoap*h ourrent, i.e. both precipitation 
land conduction currents whilst the shielded collector receives 
only the former, i t would be expected that 
15 71 i f the potential gradient F and hence 
the conduction current <L are negative , 
and I 5 < I i f F and < are positive. 
Inhere I %Q the current in^A.m measured by the exposed 
collector and h i s that measured by the shielded collector. 
2t ether factors can be neglected then 
I - X j s - C r \ F 
whore X is the eonfluotivity of the air at the earth's surface 
and F Is the potential gradient measured at the oroeM* This 
would then give as indirect method of determining • X. 
M ftti(t$& .la$ii Splashing* tf there Is a "Lenard sploshing effect" 
by which the pain and hence the collector receives positive 
chars© on splashing whilst the corresponding negative charge i s 
given to the air theye v?ould appear to be two possible results* 
direotly opposite i n effeott 
( i ) Owing to atmospheric turbulence the email Ions 
generated by splashing w i l l be swept away from the 
exposed collector but not from the shielded receiver 
se that a fraction of this negative charge w i l l 
diffuse back to the latter* Hence I >TS fey a l l 
values of F and the magnitude of this effect w i l l 
increase as the rate of r a i n f a l l increases* 
( i i ) Only about one sixth of the negative small lone 
generated at the shielded surfaoe w i l l return to the 
collector by diffusion alone (neglecting losses by 
recombination etc*) the remainder going to the shield 
or escaping upwards9 but above the exposed collector 
possibly a larger fraction w i l l be driven down by the 
ambient potential gradient» usually.negative i n steady 
rain, 
Thus Ts >l it F i s negative, 
and similarly Js < i I f F is positive* 
The effect i s i l l increase as fF / increases and* as 
before» as the rate of r a i n f a l l increases* 
•Che splashing effect investigated by Adkins (19EQ) i n 
which the charge received by the rain is ot the same sign 
as the potential gradient and depends on the l a t t e r 9 would 
affect only the exposed oolleotor* However» this would not 
be expected to arise under the conditions of low potential 
gradient existing | f himbo^stratua weather* 
) Ifroot of Shielding* This has already been discussed at 
the beginning of the chapter and results i n the collector 
missing a higher fraction of the smaller rather than the 
larger drops i n windy weather* According to smith (1936) 
the smaller drops have charge of opposite sign to the 
potential gradient whilst the larger ones have the same 
sign* Hutchinson and Chalmers (1981) however found a 
preponderance of drops of a l l sizes with charge opposite 
in sign to the potential gradient* She latter would give 
possibly no difference i n J and J, but i f the results of 
Smith are considered i t would be expected that! 
I s > I for positive F . 
and I $ < I for negative F . 
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Peg of Equipment and Sgneylmental and Recording Pet alia. 
I t has already bean mentioned (Chapter 2) that 
Adamson showed that his method for compensating for the effects 
of displacement currents en the air-earth current oolleotor was 
effective for slow, but not for sudden, changes i n the potential 
gradient, In praotice, an optimum setting of the variable 
capacitance, used to differentiate the m i l l output, was required* 
By careful adjustment of this capacitance* satisfactory 
compensation for steady changes i n potential gradient could be 
obtained and alee the time for recovery from the effoots of 
transients could be minimised* This proved entirely satisfactory 
, for the potential gradient changes encountered i n nimbo*stratus 
conditions* whilst small sudden fluctuations produced recognisable 
fluctuations i n the air-earth current trace which could be 
"smoothed out1* when the record was analysed* 
The method used to effect compensation was that 
devised by Adameen whereby a sawtooth voltage was applied to a 
large aluminium plate 8 f t * x 4 f t . placed ever both collector and 
m i l l , and mounted on insulators t The applied voltage i s "tapped0 
from a wire*wound potentiometer connected to a B.T.battery, the 
"wiper" of the former being driven round by a synchronous motor*. 
During the linear rise of applied potential gradient a steady 
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displacement Current is produced and by varying the differentiating 
condenser mentioned above, the d*o. amplifier output i s adjusted to 
zero* compensation cannot however be achieved for the suddent 
change i n potential gradient occurring at the end of each cycle* 
The period of the sawtooth was 225 sees* and the height of the 
plate above the collector and m i l l was 46 cm* 
S.g. Calibration for Conduction Current. 
39ils method can also be used to find the effective 
area of the oolleotor with respect to conduction current measurement 
Since this area, Afe» i s the same for both displacement and 
conduction currents, then I t may be found i f the sawtooth voltage 
is applied to the plate and the displacement current measured 
without compensation, i«e. with the m i l l output disconnected. The 
displacement current from the collector i& a £_ dj? Att* amps* 
at 
where F Is the applied potential gradient* From the output of the 
d»o* amplifier and i t s known sensitivity this current can be 
measured and henoe A<e determined. 
Adamson found that the effective area of the collector 
(a hemispherical bowl) for conduction current was one half the area 
of i t s aperture. However at thebeglnnlng of the present work, a 
false bottom supporting turf to stimulate natural conditions, was 
f i t t e d i n the bowl and i t was found that the effeotive area was 
now, to a close approximation, the same as that of the aperture 
I t s e l f . 
I t was not found necessary to carry out the 
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compensation procedure very often* but the setting of the 
differentiating condenser me checked periodically. 
Mil T n* fif flf ftwWftfll* 
ine d«o* amplifier was calibrated by disconnecting 
the collector from the electrometer stage and applying known 
voltages across the input resistor* This was done by using a 
v# ce l l with a potential divider comprising two decade 
resistance boxes In the form of a Saylelgh potentiometer* 
pre^ealibrated against a standard c e l l . The simplicity of 
operation was. greatly increased by adjusting the total resistance 
of the potentiometer so that one ohm corresponded to ImV f a l l of 
potential and hence the applied voltage could be read off 
directly. 
Two galvanometers of different sensitivities were 
used In series te record the f i n a l Output of the amplifier* This 
obviated the necessity of using a variable shunt and allowed the 
apparatus to record unattended even when there were large 
variations i n the magnitude of the input* i.e. the precipitation 
current* 
The R*T« and heater supplies to the amplifier were 
normally l e f t switched on and no major failures In either amplifier 
or power circuits occurred during the three years of operation and 
the general performance was highly satisfactory. 
The accumulators supplying the electrometer valve 
heater current (Adamson 1956) were charged up regularly» after 
about six days of continuous use* When the accumulators were in 
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heed of recharging and failed to give the correct current» a 
change i n the zero output of the amplifier resulted and the 
acoummulatore were immediately changed* She amplifier zero 
was always adjusted before recording took place and a slight 
zero shift was sometimes found to have occurred, of as much as 
a few millimetres i n galvanometer deflection, i n about five hours 
recording* As this d r i f t was always, without exception, in the 
same direction (that corresponding to a positive input signal) 
i t was attributed to an extremely small diminution of heater 
current i n the electrometer valve* This d r i f t , when i t occurred, 
wae not troublesome as the aero output was recorded usually at 
intervale of 1& hours during; a $ejr*e recording and any error 
introduced by assuming a linear change of zero over these intervals 
must be exceedingly small* 
The most recent calibration of the amplifier gave the 
sensitivity i n terms of the galvanometer deflection and input 
voltage as $&$9 cm* per volt*, Xn terms of the current received by 
the collecting; surface this gives 3*38^tA*m*s B 1 om*deflection 
for the nigh sensitivity galvanometer and 32,l/^A*m'"2 K l cm, 
for the low sensitivity galvanometer* The calibration i s shown 
i n f%e« to and 11 . 
$he Vibrating Reed Electrometer. 
The vfR*E* was calibrated (fige*/a,i3) by a similar 
method, the voltage being applied at a socket on the indicator 
unit by means of a tip*and-oleeve jaclc plug* Despite the 
modification described In 4-3 there was s t i l l a very slight 
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deviation from linearity for negative Inputs corresponding to 
deflections near f u l l scale on the meter* However* .due to the 
Shunts for the recording galvanometer being ohoseh to give a 
convenient sensitivity, the "top" end of the soale was never used 
and the non-linear part avoided, normally the v*JU8« operated on 
the 80 a? range and a galvanometer deflection of 8 em* was 
equivalent to 15 mV i»e« an input current to the shielded collector 
of 29*9^ A*ia~s} when this deflection was exceeded, a ross event * 
the instrument wad switched to the 100 mV range* Ihe 10*®-ft-
input resistor was used throughout* 
Swo problems arose concerning the operation of the 
V«R*E* and the shielded colleetori 
Firstly* insulation breakdown due to spider's webs 
connecting the collector to earth was a very real problem* The 
technique adopted to overcome this was simply to break these 
connections before the start of the day's recording by "sweeping" 
the surrounds of the collector manually with: a short pieoe of 
cable* the exposed collector was also "cleaned* moat effectively 
by tnis method but the geometrical design of the shielded 
receiver made the operation more d i f f l o u l t * Spiders, not being 
insects* are not discouraged by the usual insecticides, but an 
interesting and useful fact concerning them oame to light* Once 
the collectors had boon "cleaned" In the morning* further failure 
of insulation from this cause occurred only vsry rarely d tiring the 
day from whiofe i t was oonoluded that web*bulldlng takes place 
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overnight or la the early morning. Thie was later oonfimed by 
the Durham Colleges Zoology Department as being a known faot 
about spiders t 
Secondly, after switching from the "set Zero" 
position of the range switch of the V*H*1*, when the input 
resistor Is shorted out, to any of the ranges (usually the 
30mV range) the instrument oould take several minutes to settle 
down to give a steady zero. This was partially overcome by 
leaving the instrument normally en the 1000 mV, range and 
switching carefully (to avoid piezoelectric effects at the 
switch) to the 30 mV, range before use, The problem was further 
complicated by having to switch to tge. "set Zero" position i n 
order to carry out the "oleaning" of the collector described 
above* I f the onset of rain could be anticipated however, these 
preliminary preparations oould be carried out and the apparatus 
made ready for use in good time* 
the performance of the instrument i t s e l f was highly 
satisfactory and no irregularities appeared which were not 
attributable to Insulation breakdown at the collector* the 
apparatus was kept permanently switched on as recommended by the 
makers for maximum stability and a lOQO^F capacitor of high 
insulation (better than 10** J L ) was connected across the input 
resistor Increasing the response time i n order to yield a steadier 
output* 
6*5* She Input Resistors* 
After a few months of taking results during 
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conditions of precipitation i t became apparent that any 
differences between the current densities measured by the two 
reoeivere were small and depended c r i t i c a l l y on the degree of 
acouraoy with which the quantities were Known. How the 
calibrations of both the V.R.E. and the d.e. amplifier, described 
above, gave no check onthe values of the input resistors and i t 
was evident therefore that a careful measurement of these was 
needed. 
Hence the resistances of the 10*0_rL (nominal) 
redstor i n the V.R.E. head unit and the 5,&AJL (nominal) Input 
resistor of the d.o. amplifier electrometer stage were determined 
by the method of leakage using a standard capacitance of known 
value i n parallel with each resistor i n turn. The resistors were 
removed from their respective oireuits with great care and the 
minimum of handling. The condenser was charged and subsequently 
discharged through a ba l l i s t i c galvanometer using a high Insulation 
switch of paraffin wax with mercury contacts. The well known 
equation Q, 5 Q0 ©**/B0 gives the value of the charge Q remaining 
of the condenser 0 after leaking for time t through the resistance 
Rf Qo being the Value of Q when t © 0, and series of readings of 
Q and t were made* 
Graphs of t against leg were plotted and the 
gradients of the straight lines so obtained were determined by the 
method of leaet squares and a statistical estimation of the probable 
error of the gradients were.also made. The resistance of the 
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standard condenser i t s e l f was pro-determined by the same method 
and taken Into account i n the calculations. 
The values arrived at f o r the V«SU&« 10 1 0JL input 
resistor Bf» and the Input resistor 84 of the d»o« amplifier were) 
and RA - r 1O*0 JU f j 3$) 
6.6* Temporary f a i l u r e of the d.o, amplifier elroulfo 
* Following the calibration of the input resistors, a 
fault developed I n the d»c. amplifier c l r o u i t and i t s location 
proved to be a lengthy task* An exhaustive check of the whole 
c i r c u i t from collector to galvanometer revealed by an odd 
coincidence a broken connection and a "dry Joint" but did not 
uncover the source of the trouble which was observed as large and 
frequent random pulses i n the output even with no current flowing 
into the collector. Finally the input resistor was again removed» 
carefully cleaned with tissue and reeoldered i n place with 
metioulous care, after whioh no further trouble was encountered. 
The value of t h i s incident l i e s i n emphasising the great care needed 
i n handling very high resistances. 
A cheek was also made on the areas of the apertures 
of both the shielded and exposed collectors. This revealed that 
the Value given by Mamson for the area of the l a t t e r was i n error* 
I t was i n fact 0,18 ms. and net o.l© m2. as stated i n Adameon's 
thesis* ffoe area of the aperture of the colleotor i t s e l f i s Q.19m2 
but i t had been neglected to take into account the faot that the 
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aluminium guard ring which surrounds* but doss not of course touch 
the collector, s l i g h t l y overlaps the rim of the l a t t e r gluing t h i s 
reduction i n area* 
5#tl.., ffha . B ^ ^ m ^ 
Calibration of the f i e l d m i l l took place at frequent 
Intervals usually at the beginning or end of eaoh day's recording* 
This was carried out by applying.a Known potential to the large 
horizontal aluminium plate used i n the compensation procedure* 
I t was assuged that the. exposure factor of the m i l l was the same 
under these conditions as when I t was exposed to the atmospherle 
potential gradient* 
The aero output* given by Adamson as •50v/m and 
attributed to a contact potential difference between collecting 
plate and rotor, was found to have a value of *a$1r/ai whioh remained 
more or less constant. This difference from Adamsen's value could 
be due to a change i n the condition of the surfaces of the vanes 
by weathering* I f t h i s were so i t i s not clear why no further 
change should have occurred i n the zero output i n the subsequent 
three years, 
She m i l l performed satisf a c t o r i l y and required no 
attention i n the f i r s t two years apart from changing the commutator 
brushes after l© months use* However, after this'tiseVdue 
probably to some sl i g h t laetc of alignment i n construction, the 
driving shaft and pulley beoaoe very badly worn* (The m i l l I s 
driven by an external motor via a 7*bs|t on the pulley)* AS a 
result the whole commutator system was thrown out of line subjecting 
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the brushes, and i n fact* the whol$ machine* to excessive 
Vibration, Although t h i s did not at f i r s t affeo$ the output/ 
much trouble was caused l a t e r through broken oonneotione and 
bruoh springs, and since the m i l l had to bo par t l y dismantled 
and taken Indoors oven f o r suoh minor repairs t h i s became 
increasingly inconvenient* Finally a new pulley and a new ahaft 
were made for the m i l l which was completely stripped down and re* 
asooaibled i n the process. 
Further trouble was encountered when spurious pulses 
of remarkable regularity, with a period o f approximately 4 sees, 
occurred i n the f i n a l output* This was traced to a f a u l t i n the 
neon Milliard 0»G#S» used for stabilising the amplifier H.T» Other* 
wise the amplifier c i r c u i t was entirely trouble-free. 
After periods of moderately heavy or prolonged r a i n , 
the m i l l output became Irregular due to the insulation breaking 
down between the feedback vane and the earthed framewojfcte support* 
ins i t . The nftystyrene stand*off insulators of this vane were 
f i t t e d with small aluminium covers which protected them from direct 
ra$& but could sometimes ma&e contact with the pools of water 
collecting on the vane i n heavy rain* 3be most e f f i c i e n t method 
of counteratins t h i s was the somewhat crude one of the observer 
kneeling over the m i l l and blowing the accumulated water o f f the 
vane. As i t was cot necessary to stop the m i l l * t his inelegant 
technique was the least wasteful of recording time and was usually 
successful, When the precipitation was i n the form of snow the 
d i f f i c u l t y was increased and i h many oases the m i l l had to be 
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stopped before the vases could be o f f datively "cleaned** 
5.9. Beoordlna Procedure. 
A l l recording was carried out photographically. 
Mirror galvanometers were used I n conjunction with a clockwork 
drum camera carrying a s t r i p of photo<sraphie recording paper* I n 
a l l * five galvanometers were In use: (1) m i l l galvanometer record* 
leg the potential gradient} (11) and ( i l l ) high and lev s e n s i t i v i t y 
galvanometers recording the air-earth, current measured by the exposed 
oolleotor and d*e* amplifiers (Iv) measuring preolpitation current 
from the shielded collector and (v) r a i n f a l l reoorder 
galvanometer* 
A timing c i r c u i t triggered by half •minute pulses from 
the Lab*clock via a uniselector, switched o f f a fogging lamp for 
20 seconds every 5 minutes thus providing each record with a time* 
soale* After some experimenting, the camera was geared to run at 
a rate of one revolution ( l * e * I d * of recording paper) I n 1 | hours» 
this being found the most convenient time* The use of an 
alternative camera having a take-up spool and able to run for |^veral 
hours without changing the record was considered but f i n a l l y 
rejected* When t h e n i $ hour record* camera was used, any fa u l t 
arising i n any of the apparatus, usually through insulation failure> 
would make I t s e l f apparent In* less than 90 minutes since each record 
was developed, as a ru l e , almost Immediately after i t was taken, 
Frequently such a f a u l t could be r e o t i f l e d without much loss of time* 
I f , hov;eve?a a whole days recording were taken and then developed* a 
fa u l t could have ooourred quite early and remained undetected;. 
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thereby rendering many hours of recording useless. I n practice 
the paper I n the camera could be changed i n under two minutes so 
that very l i t t l e recording time was lost* 
Recording took place whenever meteorological 
conditions were favourable} sometimes the onset of rain could be 
anticipated but i n many eases precipitation had already commenced 
when the apparatus was switched on* 
F i r s t l y the heating current of the electrometer valve 
of the d*e* amplifier was connected up and the valve allowed %o 
"warm up" whilst the collectors were "cleaned" as described i n 
8*$+ The electrometer valve B*f», fl©ld*mlll motor and m i l l 
amplifier H*T* were now switched on, the compensating c i r c u i t 
connected, and the V*fi*E» switched to the SO mV range* f i n a l l y 
the Galvanometer of the r a i n f a l l recorder was switched Into c i r c u i t . 
The camera was now set up i n position, the time noted, and record-
ins commenced* Whilst the current seros were being recorded with 
the earthed plate over the m i l l and, exposed collector, and> .an 
earthed cover over the shielded collector, the r a i n f a l l recorder was 
calibrated (eee 3#d*) The funnel was f i r s t thoroughly wetted by 
sprinkling with water from a burettet i t was found that the volume 
required to do this before the sides became saturated was remarkably 
constant at about 8 cos* 'She covers wore then removed and the -
equipment could then be l e f t unattended. The covers wore replaced 
usually at the beginning or end of each record, and always at the 
end of a day's recording, providing a check on any aero d r i f t rhioh 
may have oocurred and f a o i l l i t a t i n g the analysis of the records* 
58. 
S»10» Record iuialysla* 
I n analysing the rooords two pooalble alternatives 
wore considered (a) to take instantaneous values of potential 
gradient and current density every minute or half •minute from the 
record, or (b) to take tho average values over minute or half* 
minute intervals* The former alternative was too dependent on 
transient effects particularly i n the Inadequacy of the compensating 
c i r c u i t to deal with sudden small potential gradient fluctuations, 
and so i t was considered a truer assessment of the Quantities 
involved to average over minute Intervals* 
At f i r s t , the reoords were analysed by ruling v e r t i c a l 
lines on the record at "minute" intervals and measuring the traces 
with a transparent ru l e r , the average values being Judged by 
inspection* Shis proved an extremely tedious and lengthy task and 
a more e f f i c i e n t method was devised* Shis was achieved by making 
a graticule out of a t h i n transparent sheet of cellulose acetate 
(the same material used i n constructing the dieleotrlo container 
of the r a i n f a l l recorder * Chapter 3). Horizontal lines at 
millimetre Intervals and v e r t i c a l lines corresponding to minute 
time intervals on the reoords were ruled accurately on the sheet 
using a m i l l i n g machine with a gramophone needle as the drawing 
implement*: 3hs Graticule could be placed over the record to be 
analysed; f i t t e d to the eero l i n e of the quantity being measured 
and the minute averages of the quantity read off« Hie efficiency 
of the method Oould be greatly increased i f an assistant wasr 
employed to write down the values as they were read croft*. 1 ^ f d c ^ . 
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a "time study1* on the operation showed that two persons working 
i n t h i s way tools less than half the time taken by one worker 
alone, thereby resulting i n a saving of man«*hours| 
I n determining the rate of r a i n f a l l from the record, 
the instantaneousreading at the beginning of eaoh minute was -noted 
and hence the dhange i n deflection over each minute interval was 
found, th i s being related to tha increment l a volume of rain 
oolleoted. nonoe byreference to the calibration oarriad out at 
the s t a r t of the record 9 the average rate of m i n t a l l i n 
millimetres por minute for eaoh minute interval was determined. 
54. 
6BAPHER 6, 
HE3P1T3 .» PART 1. 
6.1. The Winter of 1957-88. 
The f i r s t use|ul results comprising t o t a l a i r * 
earth current, potential gradient, and rate of r a i n f a l l 
measurements were taken on the 5th of November 1967, and under 
the heading "Winter of 1957-58" are included a l l results taken 
between t h i s date and the end of A p r i l 1958* This period i s 
considered separately from the later work and i s distinguished by 
the faet that the shielded eolleotor was not i n operation at that 
time* Although i t was set up i n position during the Winter, and 
attempts were made to make use of i t , i t s performance remained 
i n e f f i c i e n t u n t i l the correction described i n 4*3 was carried out 
i n the Ap r i l of *58# 
Results were taken whenever nimbo-stratus conditions 
occurred and preolpitatlon i n the form of r a i n , snow or sleet was 
fa l l i n g } actual recording began whenever these conditions prevailed 
or wore imminent, All results were confined to the range of 
potential gradients of t 000 V,m"\ those outside this region 
being rejected so that the condition of no point discharge could 
be satisfied with certainty* This value was fixed rather 
a r b i t r a r i l y but potential gradients of either sign as high as 
600 ?tffl*3> were rare anyway. No particular restrictions were 
Imposed regarding the length of time precipitation had to occur 
55. 
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before the conditions were "entitled" to be called nimbo-stratus 
provided the above c r i t e r i o n was satisfied and that the weather 
was not obviously showery. 
Seconding took place on 80 different days giving 80 
different record sheets (each record normally representing about 
75 mine* useful recording time) from which a t o t a l of 3,144 points 
were obtained* the number of "points" being the number of minute 
intervals over whioa the three quantities, current density, potential 
gradient, and rate Of r a i n f a l l were simultaneously recorded* On 
seven other days recordings were taken but no useful results 
obtained as the weather proved showery or otherwise unacceptable $ 
also recording time was lost through a number of miscellaneous 
causes, e.g. insulation breakdown, minor faults i n the apparatus,, 
etc* No satisfactory method of determining the rate of precipitate 
ion i n enow or sleet was devised, so that t h i s Quantity was absent 
i n the data f o r these conditions* 
The frequency with which the various sorts of 
precipitation were recorded may be seen from the following table* 
Ho.of days. Ho.of Reoords. No.of Points* 
Baitt* 10 85 1677 
anew* 6 15 888 
Sleet* 4 9 478 
*^otL3now» 1 S 133 
6.2. IPreatment of Results f o r Bain* 
Ihe records of each day were ahalysed as described 
i n 8*10 and the values of ourrent density I {/^ A.m*2)» potential 
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gradient F (V.cT1) and rate of r a i n f a l l r (mm^mln*1) were 
tabulated. 
I n order to Investigate how the 1/W relationship 
depended on r* a l l the results for r a i n had to be sorted into 
groups according to the value of the rate of r a i n f a l l * The ranges 
of t h i s quantity were chosen to bet aero to 0*603* 0*003 to 0*01, 
0*01 t o 0*08* 0*02 to 0*03, O*03 to 0*04, and "greater than 0,04"; 
these say be abbreviated to the symbols < / $* j | t Wt* JJ and > , 
respectively t a l l values i n mm* per minute)* A value lying on a 
range boundary was included i n the higher range thus "0*0! mm.min*' 
was inoluded i n the 0*01 to 0*08 group* 
the relative frequency of the different rates of 
r a i n f a l l i n the winter results i s shown i n the following tablet 
r < X 8 SB 8 > 
a 968 810 869 147 46 37 
a l l but 8 of the 37 points l a the last group lay i n the range 0*04 
to 0*09* 
So obtain a comparison with the results of Chalmers 
(1950) the results i n each rate of r a i n f a l l section were how " 
« W f l e a into potential .jradlent dlvioiono of 80 V.»** ewh, . 
t o t a l pit 10 intervals i n a l l between, $ 300 V.ET 1. 
For each "class interval** of potential gradient* the 
mean values of I and F were determined and plotted as a single 
point on a graph of I against 7$ these points w i l l be referred t o 
as the "class interval points"* Sraphs of I against F vmr© made 
for-each of the tsjg of r a i n f a l l ranges and are shown i n f$gftt44 
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to 19 inol&sive* Ehe figure printed beside each point en the 
graph denotes the number of observations (minute intervals) which 
point represents* In addition the results for a l l rates of 
rai n f a l l mm lumped together and a staph, of X against F for " a l l 
** was plotted, (fig*80)+ 
I t was seen that a l i the graphs showed a definite 
tendency to conform to the straight l i n e relationship established 
by Chalmers (195Q) t*ho found {without rate of r a i n f a l l measurement) 
that hie results could be represented by the equation 
X * a (ff • ®) 
ishere a * -1*18 a lO^^Ata*8/**©** anfl C g v»iT* 
.for rain*' 
Tteing the method of "least squares" the beet 
statistical straight line was f i t t e d to the points i n eaoh of the 
seven graphs obtained from the "Winter" results. 
I n computing the "best" gradient of eaoh line, aooount 
was taken Of every individual observation and not merely of the 
"class interval n points shown i n the figures. The most convenient 
tpm of the "least squares" theory gives the gradient a* 
m •» n i l 
where n is the t o t a l number of points, and f and Z are the overall 
average values of f and I respectively. From a Knowledge of the 
gradient and the mean point (|t I ) the interoept on the F ascia 
could be found* yielding the value f. in Chalmers* equation. 
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Bespit© the use of a desfa^caloulatiag machine, for 
whloh the form of m given above i s bast suited, the evaluation 
ef the gradients proved an exceedingly lengthy and arduous task* 
Consequently an interesting Investigation ms carried out with 
a view to greatly reducing the volume of work required. The 
gradients were determined using, not a l l the individual observations 
as before, but the "weighted" class interval points, eaoh of these 
being treated as p identical points, where p is the number of 
observations the point represented. This method involves only 
twenty multiplications eaoh to find £ FI an&ZF8 whereas the former 
method requires a total of 2n multiplications where n Is the 
number of individual observations* Except for the results for 
*1 
0 < r <, 0*003 mm,mtn the gradients found using the weighted class 
interval points differed i n a l l oases by less than 8$ from the 
previously determined values* 
The formidable task of calculatingthe "standard 
deviations*1 of the gradients was considered unjustifiable from the : 
point of View of time spent compared to the value of the result, 
6*4» ftsaulta for Snow* 
The results for snow and sleet were treated i n a 
similar fashion to those for rain although precipitation rates 
were not available i n these oases* Graphs of t against F were 
plotted for the snow and sleet, and also for the interesting case 
of "wet snow", TJ4s latter was the f i r s t snow of the season 
observed in Durham on the J.Oth December 199?, and as the name 
Implies contained much liquid although i t f e l l as snow rather than 
SUMMARY of RESULTS of WINTER 1957-58 
Values of the constants a&C in the equation 
I = a(F+C),are tabulated with rainfall values ' r'. 
-C (1m) 
Rain <O03 0-32 31-1 962 
Rain 003-01 300 94-7 219 
Rain 01-02 3-93 99-8 267 
Rain 02-03 5-18 95-7 147 
Rain 03-04 709 16-3 46 
Rain 
all R«Jn 
> 04 6 53 -6-3 37 
— — 2-19 64-8 1677 
1 18 140 1418 
Sleet 1 91 -124 472 
17 8 12 133 
Snow 0 94 -176 862 
Ck«U»fftl9Sfc 0-92 -440 990 
FIG. 2M. 
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eleet but soon melted completely on reaching the ground. I t 
was characterised by extremely large current densities (whloh 
would nave completely *swamped" the results for sleet had they 
been Included therein) and also by a display of the mirror image 
effect (Chapter 8). 
The gradients and intercepts of the I/F graphs for 
the three types of solid or semi-solid precipitation were found* 
as i n the case of rain, and shown in figures 21, 22 and SB* 
e«8», general Summary of ftasults. 
Uae results of the Winter 1957*58 are.summarised 
in the table In f i g * 84» iu which those of Chalmers (1956) are 
also included for comparison* 
I t i s seen that the magnitude of the gradient a In 
the equation I : a ( F f 0) increases v?ith rate of r a i n f a l l and 
from a plot of a against i M f i g * 25} i t i s seen that the variation 
can be represented empirically by a 2 © r x 10*1 to a rough 
approximation i f the paucity of points i n the higher ra i n f a l l ranges 
is taken to account for the discrepancy for large ?* Ko great 
claims however can be made regarding the significance of this 
result without further verification and indeed the 2nd* 3rd and 
4th points on the graph l i e nearly i n a straight line! 
She Intercept on the F axis, believed by Simpson 
(1949) to represent the f a i r iveather potential gradient, Is seen 
to show a remarkable constancy, at approximately 100V*ia**f for the 
intermediate rates of r a i n f a l l .which although less than Chalmers 
value of 140 ?»af* (for a l l rain) -is a reasonable value for the 
Graph of -a against r 
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f a i r weather potential gradient at Bowsvor, smaller 
values of 0 are Given for very low ana vory nigh rates* 
I n the ease of enow* the value of a i s very nearly 
identical to ©hairnets result but but the value of G shows a lors© 
difference, as seen i s 'Sable £4* 
Sour most interesting observations arose out of the 
results ©f tfco uintor (19S7*cs)# 
(o) Efee n&vFbv laas© offtoot (see Ghalcsars 19S7 p«l03) was 
a frequent oeourrtmca* Sfce nooD strH^ns phenomena a^tioelatea 
tilt h this wore vory noticeable time tloiaya between current 
and potential gradient maxim* Slnee both X and P often 
varied with time In a wave«il&o fashion i t beeame eoaaon to 
refer to these delays aa peoudo*phase logs and their occurence 
was of great interest* A fulle r disouoaioa of these 
observations i s slvon in& later oiiaper.(8j, 
(b) a wa*p*&|&0 variation i n eurrent vdthout any eerree^oMias 
potential ora&ienb ehanses sessstioes ©oourrea especially i n 
' ta? rates of r&infail* and this i s also diseussed:$to4&8&tBip &* 
(o) <5a the eth fanuarjr 1953 reoordlna was tatting placs i n Gleet 
«4ien Quite Quddsnl^ the preeipitation was o^oo^vcd to change 
from sleet to mm* Sftie was aecom>aniod by q slooltanoouo 
©hsnso conditions of positive I and neettf&ve F» to those 
Of negative j positive &, The meteorological and 
afteotatttft o&mgos vtero actually coticca by the ooaea&rer v.itiiin 
a very etnort fcios of one afiothar ^ ba%$8f ehortor mm. f 
61 
:* i minute so that the word "simultaneous? i s justifiable 
i s describing the change, 
(d) On examining the I/F graphs for rain a "parabolic" effect 
can be seen, £he word "parabolic" is not intended to be 
taken seriously i n the mathematical cense but serves to 
illustrate the tendenoy for the points to l i e above the 
Line for a l l positive, and for high negative potential 
gradients and below for low negative values* This i s 
particularly marked in figs* 16 and IS, and appears more 
striking because the "class interval* points only are plotted* 
Nevertheless, there i s a Strong tendency especially i n the 
positive F and positive I quadrant to deviate from the linear 
law* Xt is to be noted that for snow this deviation also occurs 
in the positive F, negative X quadrant and that i t may be seen 
also In Chalmers (1953} results for both snow and rain* 
memm ~ EASE I I 
6*?* The 1088 flumrcer* 
Although this was something of a misnomer f rom the 
point of view of the 1958 weather, this heading i s conveniently 
used to cover a l l results taken from the 5th Hay 1958 to the 3rd 
October 1950* An exceptionally dry autumn and early winter then 
followed during v;hich considerable indoor work on the apparatus 
was done and would have, prevented recording; no suitable days 
occurred however* 
The shielded collector was now working and particular 
interest became focussed on the comparison between the precipitation 
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current density I s (^A*m ) recorded by this and the t o t a l 
air-earth current measured by the "Adamson apparatus". Simultaneous 
recording of potential gradient and rate of r a i n f a l l were of oourse 
s t i l l made. 
A l l results which did not for any reason include a l l 
four values I , XB, 7 and r were disregarded* 
Successful recording took place on 11 different days 
giving 31 records and a t o t a l of 1345 points* ( i . e . minute interval 
results) On 5 other days recording was unsuccessful due to f a i l u r e 
of apparatus or unsuitable weather changes* Ho precipitation other 
than rain was noted (although snow had f a l l e n on the 6th May the 
previous year!) and the relative frequency of the rates of ra i n * 
f a l l i s shown i n the table belows* 
r * < I XX I I I IV > 
n a 693 193 167 140 04 69 
The records were analysed and the results classified 
as. described i n 6*8 and graphs of both X and I s plotted against F 
for the different ranges of r ( f i g s * £16 to 31). I t became 
Immediately obvious that i n most oases* deviation from l i n e a r i t y 
was greater than i n the Winter's results and that I f the "best" 
straight l l n * s wore drawn they might have positive gradients f o r 
the lower rates of r a i n f a l l * The gradients were determined using 
the "class Interval" points as described i n 6*3 yielding the 
following results* where m x 10" E equals the value of the constant 
a i n the equation I « a ( F + C)andmgX 10* s gives the value of * 
i n a similar expression f o r I s • 
6 3 
r * < % n m i7 > 
A » 1*42 0.04 0,46 *8*89 *2.62 -4*94 
m3 o 1*84 0*26 0.18 •led? «l»3l «*3.72 
Despite the occurrence of the positive gradients I t oan be seen 
that both m and ia G decrease as * increases* This I s not contrary 
to the results for. the,Winter as i t w i l l be remembered that i t 
was the magnitude of a negative gradient which increased with 
increasing r» An examination of the gradients showed that there 
would be no virtue i n determining the intercepts on the 7 axes* 
rmilst i t was both d i f f i c u l t and necessary to guard 
against seeking a linear correlation between f and t where possibly 
none existed* i t was believed that the chief factor?/ "upsetting" 
the Summer results was the occurrence of what has been described 
as the "parabolic" effeot (6*6 ( d ) ) . This i s particularly true i n 
the case of fig».38 where one or two points with high values 
greatly influence the slope of the 1/F li n e * 
6*8« Comparison of Winter" and "Sumner" results* 
Considering results for a l l rain Irrespective of the 
rate of r a i n f a l l , the average current I was found to be higher and 
the mean potential gradient f lower ( i n magnitude) i n the Summer 
results* There appears to be no variation i n the mean potential 
gradient with, r except for rates below. 0*01 mm.min*1 where ? tends 
ttf be I t w i \thie .is. shown i n the table.below where mean % and P f # * 
each range of r i s set out and i s also supported by the 1960 
results (see 6*11*} 
6 4 . 
OTri!ISB *67 •38 M m •88. 
* a § f a i f h < . 998 0.34 693 < *49 2.3 8.9 
I 219 5.33 193 •49 5.9 6,0 
I I 867 *ae 8,48 167 -83 7*8 7.1 i n 147 9.88 140 -79 8*7 8.0 6.0 X* 40 *103 8*49 84 -73 6.5 
> 3a -78 4*71 69 -78 14.3 7.9 
V 1677 -93 3.46 1343 -89 6.03 4.97 
Chalmers ' 368 - 1418 -176 3*8 
Q«®. Coamrison of I and Xa« 
Tho main focus of intorest i n tae> 1908 Sumaor boouwve 
the difference between the current densities recorded by the 
shielded and unshielded collectors* i.e. between Z 8 and X 
respectively. Any single day's recording revealed that both 
collectors were measuring at least approximately the same quantity; 
the traoes en the rooord followed eaoh other oloaely and whilst 
on analysis* values ovor minute intervals showed 'small differences 
often of the order of i ^ A . r a l i t t l e consistency viae found and 
no correlation with potential gradient or rate of r a i n f a l l could he 
found* S?ho former was expected to give a conduction current 
(included i n I out not I 8 ) whilst the l a t t e r could involve a 
splashing teim (see Chapter 4). I t was necessary therefore to 
consider i n oose way the avorages over large numbers of results. 
Accordingly the mean values of I and I e were taken for each ^olass 
i n t e r v a l 0 point on the gvaphs of fig s Z& to 31 . 
The following table shows the results of t h i s 
analysis; the figures denote the nuabor of "class i n t e r v a l points 
6 5 . 
i s whioh t <>[ %e or vlo© versa for positive and negative F and 
for a l l r values. I t should be noted that no trend at a l l i n 
the sign of ( I - Io) occurred with changing magnitude of F* 
Ti 
I > Xa 
< X IZ XXX XV > 
0 0 3 3 1 0 
5 5 3 6 6 
1 s 6 S 7 8 
7 7 3 4 a 0 
f 4 TO 
X >Xs 8 ©   3 L F * ve X a>X  7 3  8  I SW3SS 
The conclusions whioh w i l l be discussed i n chapter 9 are;* 
for positive F and a l l r I s > X For negative J? and low .y <: ..<,...«•••*•,....<>. l s > I For negative F and high r • X > | s 
a,>10» Mirror Image. Sffoot* 
The "mirror image effect" was observed on numerous 
oeoasions and, as can be seen from f i g s * 36, 37, 38, which are 
reproductions of actual records, both I and I g shoved this 
phenomena. Thus the mirror image effect does not appear to depend 
for i t s exletenoe on the degree of shielding of the oolleotor ae 
has been suggested (Chainsra 1957 p.196). Also the effect 
described i n 6*6 (b) above haa been found several times i n both I 
and I s traces (see f i g s * 44 » 47*) 
6«11« The 1959 Result** 
M Qgneral-. The f i r s t 9 months of 1959 were remarkable for the 
extremely dry weather which prevailed particularly i n the fJummer 
season, some of the months being the driest on record i n Durham, 
Hence ins u f f i c i e n t results wero obtained to make any satisfactory 
comparison ttith the two periods already described* This was 
unfortunate i n that the differences between the 37*58 Winter and 
,1 
6 6 , 
the '58 Summer oould possibly,, seasonal and 1959 might have 
provided evidence for t h i s , 
nevertheless recording did take place on 3 days* 7 
i n January-April period and one i n June, The s t a t i s t i c s are given 
as before8-
gntP* Ho.of dava« Ho.of records* No.of points. 
Bain 6 IB 099 
Snow 1 1 65 
Sleet 1 S 96 
(hi Rain. At f i r s t sight* the frequenoy of rain appears comparable 
to the earlier periods considered* However• of the 690 points* 
471 lay i n the r a i n f a l l range 0 < t * < s j l & 2/3 of a l l the 
points occurred when the potential gradient was between J" lOOV.m"* 
Thus i n the higher V and higher r ranges where results f o r 
oompaifeon purposes would have been most useful* very l i t t l e was 
obtained* Xt was not considered worth pl o t t i n g X/F graphs because 
of t h i s ; examination of the results showed that occasional 
"rogue" points.would have had a similar and mora pronounced 
effect oil any trend In the graphs than those of the 1958 Summer* 
A table i s drawn up below showing the mean values of P* X 
and X 8 for different rate of r a i n f a l l (o.f* 6.8)* 
* : n f % j L 
.<•,'. 370 *£6 1.73 8»$8 
t 101 -26 4*07 4.48 
H_ 66 -01 4*60 5*70 
$8 -76 8*93 3.21 
*7$ • 
A l l * 690 -36 ;i 3.41 g*68" 
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Bad time permitted these 1950 results could have been 
added to the 1988 summer graphs (tigs 88 to 31) to oolloot 
together a l l results where Z t I0,F,and r were a l l measured. 
However9. a graph was plotted of X and I 0 against F for the 
two periods combined irrespective of r ( i . e . f o r " a l l r n ) 
and i s given I n f i g . 33. 
(°) PgAggljQ* For about half an hour on tho 29th Juno extremely 
fine driszl© f e l l , during whioh time tho eorrent density -was 
negative (about 3 ^ A.m ) and the potential gradient VJQS also 
low and negative (between -SO and' -30 ?.ra**)» 
On a second occasion ( i n August) not included i n the general 
rain results» very fine drizzle and misty conditions prevailed 
a l l day giving again a small negative 7 and very small negative 
currents to both collectors* 
(d) Snow. Only one day of nimbo-stratus snow was recorded i n 1939. 
The 86 points obtained are a l l plotted i n f i g . 33 whioh i s a 
good example of the kind of scatter obtained In a single day's 
recording* and i s indeed a more nwell«beftavsd* example #han 
most. The slope of the least squares" straight line i s nearer 
what would co expected for rain ( c f . f i s . B 4 ) but the 
characteristic positive P and negative I of steadily f e l l i n g 
snow are clearly seen* 
M ffleffi. Results for sleet are shown i n f i g . 34 which shows a very 
agreement with the sleet results of the previous year. The 
constancy i n the difference between X and I Q i s to be noted and 
fact that sleet generallyshows a close adherence to the linear 
SNOW 
7:1:59 Fife-33 . 
4 i 
1 I I 406 460 too 100 loo teo 
Gradient * I»'2M3{£. 
to 
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r in i i i T ^ r i t " 
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S L E E T 
22:1.59 10 
fICr. 34-
Gr<U'*t£ m = -3-73 x /©-
Intercept f0 
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21 
XJ mean X 
19 
I 
* -too 50 So iro ITO too v\ 
>*-^  68. j 
X/F re l a t i t a i .than oithoy snow or ra i n may walX 1 m significant 
with respect to the origin of rain charge* 
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CHAPTER 7. 
ADDITIONAL l^ggRDaM^S AHD OBgsaflTATZOlilB* 
7.1. Conduction Current Measurements* 
The lenlo conduction ourrent density given by 
i 0 sXff where X l a the local conductivity* contributes to the 
t o t a l air-earth ourrent Z measured by the exposed collector* 
However, no evidenoe of the presence of conduction ourrent can be 
found by comparing the values of Z with those of I 0 (precipitation 
ourfent only) as seen i n 0.9. Hence either l e i s much smaller than 
expected from a knowledge of the aooepted values (Chalmers 1959 
p.286) or else i t i s masked by a greater facto? governing t&e 
X - I f l difference* 
Measurements of l e i n fine weather wore made and an 
average value of O.S^A.m"2 per 100 V.m"1 was found* This i s less 
than the expected value and could be due to a low local conductivity 
but i t i s also less than the measurements of Chalmers taken at the 
same place* 
By applying fixed potentials to the large test plate 
(mentioned i n 6*1) " a r t i f i c i a l ' ' conduction currents were measured 
and found to give a value of 0 . 6 ^ A.m*2 por 100 V*m*1, this further 
reduction being attributed to the nunnatural noondltions where ion 
replenishment between test plate and oolleotor might be Inadequate* 
The p o s s i b i l i t y arose that the wAdameon apparatus" 
was i n some subtle way not measuring the f u l l twee conduction ourrent 
7 . 0 0 
anfl so t h i s was carefully Investigated, 
(a) The moat obvious p o s s i b i l i t y that the collector had an 
exposure factor less than unity was dismissed from the 
determination of the effective area f o r displacement and 
. conduction currents (5,3). 
(b) The condenser Q0 which i s used to differentiate the f i e l d 
m i l l output i n Adameon*s compensating c i r c u i t , feeds a signal 
to the second gr i d of the electrometer,valve proportional to the 
rate.of change of potential gradient (see 8*8*) It t h i s 
condenser had a s u f f i c i e n t l y low leakage resistance (about 
5 x 10 1 3 ohms) i t i s po$sible that a steady output from the m i l l 
could flew through 0 0 and the input resistor giving a signal to 
. the second grid proportional to the potential gradient i t s e l f 
ahdnhenoe to the conduction current« Thus, t o t a l or p a r t i a l 
compensation could occur for i 0 and the output from the d«o* 
amplifier would,lack a conduction ourrent component* 
By disconnecting the m i l l output and applying a fixed potential 
to the m i l l side of G0 (equivalent to a 400 WcT* m i l l output) 
no ohange whatever could be deteoted i n the d,o, amplifier output 
indicating that the leakage current was negligible ant that the 
theory that the apparatus wen eliminating i 0 by compensation 
wee incorrect* 
(o) A further p o s s i b i l i t y tnas investigated; this was that the 
leakage current between the collecting howl (8*S) and the earthed 
guard might be appreciable due to the f i n i t e conductivity of the 
a i r and the fact that the bowl i s above earth potential when 
7 1 o 
2?0C9iving a current* This problem was analysed as follows* 
I f I 1 oops* i s tho t o t a l current flowing into the collector and 
down the input resistor Rf the collector potential because of 
the effect of negative feedback I s £^B/1*Q where G I s the gain 
of the amplifier* Hence- a f i e l d i s set up between the 
hemispherical bowl and earth giving rise to a leakage current 
across the sap. Without attempting the d i f f i c u l t problem of the 
form of the electrostatic f i e l d the current was calculated by 
making reasonable approximations and found to be 1Q~3 of the 
input current I 1 * Thus* despite tho approximations i t oan be 
safely considered to bo negligible. 
The conclusions f i n a l l y drawn were; 
(1) the conduction current was i n fact smaller than the values 
usually Given, and ( i i ) i t was net of prime Importance i n 
determinism the difference between X and Is» 
7.2. Prop Meif Detoralnatlont 
To test the p o s s i b i l i t y that the shielded collector 
was missing the smaller rain drops i n windy weather (Chapter 4) 
i t was decided late i n the f i n a l year to attempt the measurement 
of the size of drops reaching both on exposed surface and a 
surface below a shield identical to that described i n 4.8. 
fbe-method adopted was that used by Hutchinson (1951) 
i n nhioh the drops were received on f i l t e r paper specially prepared 
by depositing rhodaraine dye i n the form of a fine powder on the 
surfaoe; the drop then calces on the paper a bright red stain, the 
dlamter of which i s p l a t e d to the size of drop* 
25 
teui\ *° 
Piam. 
10 
7 2 , 
A calibration curve of drop diameter against stain 
diameter i s shown In f i g * 39* 
Two samples of the prepared paper were simultaneously 
exposed to the rain for a period of the order of 80 sees*, one 
sheet on level ground and the other inside the shield* A count 
and classification of the stains were made using a thin sheet of 
perspex with holes of graded size d r i l l e d i n i t to measure tho 
stain else* 
Unfortunately* due to the exceptionally dry tjeatfeop 
and the time spent i n perfecting the technique of carrying out the 
exposures of the papers without splasking or otherwise ruining 
them* only throe useful results were obtained* Tho stain 
diameters were measured to the nearest millimetre except that a l l 
those less than 1.5 mm* diameter (corresponding to 0,05 mm* drop 
diameter) appear under the "aero" heading 
Stain diameter (mm) 
16.4*59v(a ) flu, 1.5 8 3 . 4 5 < 6 m 7 8 ? 10 l o t a i 
i t * 
210 
35 34 
39 37 34 19 
18 7 
18 18 
6 
7 
B 
4 
1 
1 
2 
3 
139 
139 
Miw^.{b 
Shielded 
^ EGO 
883 
89 97 
49 86 
80 
80 
19 9 14 8 11 3 
3 8 8 0 8 1 
8 
1 
363 
339 
Sxposed 
Shielded 
390 177 141 119 198 73 
74 49 48 8 81 10 9 7 
0 
% 
789 496 
The f i r s t day showed a remarkable i d e n t i t y i n the 
size/froquency spectrum f o r the exposed and shielded samples* 
considering the considerable "experimental error" involved i n 
7 3 o 
counting the very smallest drops, 
fhe second Say which was moire windy showed that the 
shield did reduce the number of drops received and i n particular 
the proportion of the very smallest drops to the t o t a l collected 
was greatly reduces hy the shield* 
4t the times when the drop size measurements were 
carried out, the currents I and I s ueret^gi the fi&st day, very 
small and v i r t u a l l y equal, and on the second* varying rapidly at 
the time In question* 
Ho satisfactory conclusions can he drawn as many acre 
results would he required* Simultaneous measurement of 1 and I a are 
of course necessary ana would have to he carefully synchronised 
with the time of the drop slse sampling to show any significant 
results* 
?tf%.mnl&Bhina^ 
ISto, p o s s i b i l i t y of splashing effects on the receiving 
surfaces of the two oollootpro have been discussed i n Chapter 4*4. 
As f a r as i s lss©wn# the charging of drops ey splashing can occur 
i n one of two ways* (1) Zamv& (189S) f$uad that on impact* a 
positive charge was given to the drop end a negative charge to the 
a i r * {iiVMls3.no found a field^depondent effooit already described 
Smlddy (1059) made measurements of space charge density 
i n the f i r s t slag aetreo o$ the ataoophoyo and made frequent 
references to the measurement of precipitation current aad rate of 
> 
r a i n f a l l Sosorlbed i n t l i i a volume* both research projects being 
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canted out concurrently Soring 195? and 1968 on the some s i t e * 
I t was found that a big increase i n space charge 
density consistent with the generation of negative charge by a 
lenard type splashing did occur but only for very high rates of 
r a i n f a l l * greator than about 0*0* to 0*10 mm» min * iter rates 
below t h i s BO such effect could be detected. Thus i t oan be 
concluded that no charing by. splashing took plaoo i n any of the 
results described i n the last chapter except possibly ta the very 
highest rates of r a i n f a l l recorded,(note the rates > 0*04 i n tho 
tables for 1963 and 1939 * (S»8) oM{4»tt)' ^ p e o t i v e l y ) 
Adicins (1958) fouad hia f l a s h i n g effect to be present 
• l 
only t?hea the potential gradients wove high and gave 900 7«m as 
a lovser l i m i t f o r the effect t o occur. A l l results i n the present 
work were limited to potential gradients of between t 500 V*m** so 
that an "Ad&itts splashing current 1* could be dismissed as a possible 
contributor to the currents measured* 
Finally* attempts were made to detect charging by* 
splashing by dropping uncharged drops from the earthed nozzle of a 
"water droppor* on to ( i ) the t u r f surface of the shielded collector 
and 411) a shoot of aluminium placed on top of t h i s * The drops 
vjora alilp^ed to f a l l through heights varying from 35 em* to 12S cm, 
this l a t t e r hoif^ht giving a terminal f a l l velocity similar to that 
of fa&ln® -sola 4- m»eoftf**), ^ho drops were much bigger 
than now|'tal|i|^opo and would therefore bo espeeted to give 
areatcr aplaehins effects* 
I n #o oaso did the Tf*B#.J4T* give any deviation from I t s 
7 5 o 
zsro output* tat the i&*xmk&% was x^rJcing at the %im was : 
was verified by running i n ohaargeia drops at a knoT3G rata and 
fh«d tfco «fa*k of both Siaiddy and the present 
author a*t Jtasham in^isate that 4a aiiriboeataeatiia conditions .splashing 
effoots ©ay bo rojectsd as a possible aouroo of rain*chargo* 
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CHAPTER 8. 
# 
8*1* The Phenomena. 
The mirror Image effect, conveniently abbreviated 
to "M.I.effeot* has already bean mentioned several times1 I n t h i s 
volume and i t i s the purpose of th i s chapter to give a f u l l e r 
account of the effect. When i t i s observed, the precipitation 
current Aloe, and the potential gradient/time traces are inverse 
curves, one appearing as the "mirror Image" of the other* Wave* 
li k e patterns (Simpson 1949, and Whitlock 1956) are often found and 
the ttio traoes resemble sine waves oat of phase by TT • This w i l l 
be rofered to as the "normal" HI.I* effect when the maxima of I*and 
F occur simultaneously, (a maximum of F being so called vihen F has 
i t s highest negative values i n nlabo*strattts conditions I l e usually 
positive and f f negative« 
I n the course of the present research» hcwever, i t 
was found that whilst the effect viae sometimes "normal" e*g*. 
f t $ i 8 (lower h a l f ) and f i g * 38, on many occasions a time delay 
existed between the occurrence of the oarrent and potential gradient 
peaks# 3*0$ "classic" e&ample of th i s "phase s h i f t * i s oooa i n the 
record of tile February 1088 a eopy of lahieh i s shown inthO 
lower half of fig# 30 j the " s h i f t " i s also seen but i s less welli* 
defined I n the f i g s . 7 (top h a l f ) , 0 and 37* 
8»So .The •^Ow.oalied "Ellltisa Effect^. 
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The nature ©f this variation I n two earlier records 
immediately suggested that i f I and F were plotted against eaoh 
other with due regard to time, a kind of "Zlssajous figure" would 
result* When this was done for the 11*8*88 data the f i g . 41 was 
obtained* Without Joining up consecutive points (minute interval 
values) no trend could be seen i n the I/P graph but on doing this 
a remarkable series of ellipses was produced as a direct oonaequenee 
of the "phase lag" i n the M,I, effect* 
The f i r s t two graphs plotted i n this way were f i g s * 
39 and 4© and showed ellipses having opposite senses for rain and 
snow, an apparently significant result, not unfortunately* borne 
out by later results* 
Whenthe ellipse i s anticlockwise i t i l l u s t r a t e s the 
occurrence of a maximum i n Z before the (negative) maximum i n F 
whilst atelectasis© ellipse"shows that the ourrent "wave" I s lagging 
behind the potential gradient* Graphs of I/P were drawn for 5 days 
on which the effect was well-defined and are shown i n f i g s 39 to 
43 inclusive* Fig* 43 shows the rather chaotic result of plotting a 
rapidly varying M«X* effeot with phase lags of both senses and 
i l l u s t r a t e s how l i t t l e correlation can exist between F and I i n a 
single hour fe recording* 
The mirror image effect was observed on a t o t a l of &% 
days (put of 40 on which useful reoording took place i n nimbo-stratue 
conditions) although i t was not always so well defined or so 
prolonged as the 11*3*68 example* The following table shows, fo r a l l 
types of precipitationj the number of days on which (a) no phase* 
7 8 , 
s h i f t occurred (b) X maxima preceded 7 maxima, and (o) F max* 
preceded X max*. 
^ j Halq 8now Sleet "Wet ^ncra" Total, 
(b) 8 3 1 0 7 
<*> ; » ,. ,,, f,,' 9 2 J — 
14 .• .4 ..... 8, . | , X... 81 
8.3. ghe JB.I* Effoot and the General Inverse Relationship. 
fhe M*X# effect and the general inverse relationship 
between I and F are net to be confused sinoe the former i s a short* 
period variation compared to the relaxation time Of the atmosphere 
whilst the l a t t e r i s a s t a t i s t i c a l correlation of the two quantities 
over many results* However, the two are sot unrelated| i f the 
"normal** effect i s operating and the X / t , F/t variations were 
i n fact sine waves, then a plot of X against f gives a straight l i n e 
with a negative gradient passing through the origin* Now z i s 
seldom negative i n steady rain conditions so that t h i s l i n e i s 
shifted upwards* consistent with the Chalmers formula I » -a (F-0). 
When a phase lag occurs* i f F lags behind t , an 
anticlockwise ellipse i s given with i t s major avis on this l i n e * 
But when 1 lags behind F# then an ellipse occurs with i t s major axis 
having a positive gradient, the extreme case being when the two 
waves are exactly i n phase (mathematically) and a straight l i n e with 
a positive gradient I s given* Thus the result of frequent occurrences 
of a lag of 2 behind F could give* on averaging, an X/f straight l i n e 
with a positive gradient. *Ehie could have some bearing on the result 
of the 1958 Summer (figs#86 to 89) and w i l l be referred to again 
7 9 0 
In Chapter 9, 
8.4. Causes of the Phase, tag* 
Th© reason for the observed time delays i n the 
effoot became a point of great iiterest* The "noriaal" effeot 
may explained In a very broad elementary way as the result of 
the precipitation becoming charged by some process i n the oloua 
base or below with the charge of .opposite sign remaining behind 
and giving rise to the potential gradient observed at the ground* 
({The X0 relationship i s explained but sot the wave-like variation*) 
This over-simplification takes no account of ( i ) the horizontal 
notion overhead of the cloud, or ( i i ) the spaoe*eharge present on 
the precipitation. 
The former has no effect i f , i n nimbo-stratus 
conditions, horizontal planes may be considered aS equi-potentlal 
surfaces{ but i t i s important i f there i s considerable horizontal 
variation i n charge density i n the cloud giving rise to wave patterns 
i n the potential gradient (Whitlocfc 1956)* The normal M.l. effect 
w i l l then be observed i f the a r r i v a l of the precipitation ooinoides 
with the a r r i v a l overhead of that part of the cloud from whlen I t 
came (1 , 9 « , no variation of wind speed with height) • I f * however, the 
wind speed does vary with height then a time delay would occur i n 
the offset, Post frequently i t would be expected that wind 
speed would increase withheight though the reverse i s sometimes true, 
so that f maxima should be found preceding I maxima more often than 
vice versa (see table i n para. S*&«) This was found to be so fo r rain 
but I t i s notable that i t was not so In the case of snow and i t i s 
8 0 o 
probable that i n the l a t t e r at least, the effect of the space 
charge residing on the precipitation i s more important* 
I f the potential gradient at the ground i s 
considered to be equal to the sum of Fx, due to the charge of 
opposite sign to the precipitation residing i n the region of 
separation, and Fg, due to the space charge of the f a l l i n g r a i n or 
snow, then Fj_ and 1 (the precipitation current) w i l l be related by 
the "normal" H*I. effect as described above {without wind speed 
variation)* I f hot? the wav.e*llfee variations i n Fx and 1 are assumed 
to occur, and the effect of Fg i s superimposed on Fj» the resultant 
observed potential gradient F - ^  * F s may bo shown to lag behind 
t (l#e» X maxima occur before (negative) F maxima)* 
% at time t i s proportional to J I dt 
where X i s the time taken f o r the precipitation to f e l l from cloud 
level t o the collector*. Thus Fa at time t i s a result of the space 
charge present at that time between earth and cloud. I f I varies 
with height as wall as with time then the conditions become more 
complicated but t h i s slmplo treatment shows that a "phase lag" of 
this kind can occur as a consequence o f precipitation space charge* 
That the magnitude of the l a t t e r i s s u f f i c i e n t l y groat may be seen 
from the calculations given i n Chalmers 199? p*187 and since X i s 
of the order of 3 minutes, perhaps a quarter of the "period" of a 
typical JJ.I* wave, then I t i s quite feasible that the sort of phase 
differences observed could arise from t h i s cause* 
The observed result that t h i s occurs more often I n 
snow than i n r a i n i s i n agreement with this discussion since X w i l l 
8 1 . 
be greater for snow than for rain* 
8*6* Further Motes* 
Before leaving the discussion of the KUZ* effect 
the following points should be noted* 
( i ) {To fundamental cause i s known for the sinusoidal nature 
of the I and F curves but i t may bo significant that the 
period of the waves Is comparable to the relaxation time 
of the atmosphere (Chalmers 1957 p»&4)* I t may be that the 
£3*1 • effeot represents a variation or oscillation about the 
quasistatie or steady state. This Is at present, only a 
tentative suggestion and may merit further investigation* 
I t can be shown that the two conditions of a quasistatie 
state and no variation of precipitation/(with height are 
mutually exclusive on account of the space charge on the 
precipitation (Chalmers 19S0) and i t may be possible to 
consider this i n connection with the KwX* effect* 
( i i ) It one Of the "waves" lags behind the other by a sufficiently 
large phase angle then i t may appear to be preceding the 
0tb4$, a d i f f i c u l t thing to recognise on examining the 
records* 
( i l l ) The conduction current i 0 may not be "in phase" with the 
potential gradient for changes in time comparable to the 
relaxation time (Ohalmera 196? p.85). This has been neglected 
however because the M*J# effect was observed using the 
shielded colleotor (see figs.30-28) which did not of course 
measure i Q . > 
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On several occasions variations i n current density 
(in rain) ooourred without any corresponding variations i n potential 
{gradient (figs* 44*47). These variations often appeared as a series 
Of "peaks" i n g;eeupa of 3 or 4» each group feeing of 10 to SO joins* 
duration, Uo change i n the rate of r a i n f a l l could be detected and i t 
was found that the "poaKe* usually occurred in conditions where this 
quantity was very l*ft>« $3o oxpXanation \uas found for this pn©no«^ aon 
particularly as the convarao, viz, siailay potential gradient 
variations without precipitation current ohangos, vjaa never obsorved. 
8 3 . 
QEMRAL D^ 3CU33I0H OF KFiSULTa. 
9.1. Tonics for Dlgousalon. 
The results nay be divided into three main topioo 
for discussions 
( i ) The ittnter 1957*58 results where the chief interest lay i n 
the comparison with those of Chalmers 1955* 
(11) Lator data (1956 and *59) including reoords using the 
shielded collector^ where attention was drawn to (a) the 
deviations from earlier results and (b) the differences between 
the current density recorded by the tuo oollectore (i.e. I and 
Is) 
( i l l ) The mirror image effect* 
The third topic has already been f u l l y considered 
in Chapter 3 so that i t remains to discuss what conclusions can be 
drawn from the results averaged over long periods as described i n 
Chapter 6. 
9.2. The Chalmers Formula. 
1 g -a (? » C). where a and 0 are positive constants. 
The general agreement of the winter results with 
those of Chalmers (1955) has been described i n 6.3. together with 
the increase of the gradient "a* with the rate of r a i n f a l l (figs, 
84 and 25), The latter implies an increase of preoipitation current 
with increase of rate of r a i n f a l l v, at constant potential gradient* 
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That an increase of r should give an increase of X seems reasonable 
but i t is not at a l l clear why no corresponding increase should 
occur i n F (see table paragraph 0.8.) i.e. why the values of I and 
P do not both increase and s t i l l comply with the Chalmers formula * 
the. ( I , F) point simply "moving up" the straight line. 
The value of "a" did not increase linearly with r as 
in Simpson*s equation (1.6) the variation approximating to a square 
law (see 8*8) but no significant conclusion oouid be drawn from this* 
The values of the intercepts on the P axis for Inter* 
mediate ranges of r give strong support to the theory that "C" 
represents the f a i r weather potential gradient (see 6.5). Less 
reliance can be attaohed to the results for very high and very low 
rates since i n the former, due to oomparltlve scarcity of results, 
occasional points representing very high I , F values can greatly 
effeot the general trend* and i n the latter* effects such as those 
described i n 6*6 can produoe a disturbing influence* 
The tendenoy for what has been called the "parabolic" 
effeot to occur (6.6) may possibly be due to the operation of the 
mirror Image effect on several occasions with an appropriate phase 
lag< tending to give some points lying on an X/F line with a positive* 
rather than a negative* gradient (8*3*) Without more detailed 
observation of this i t i s d i f f i c u l t to derive any convincing 
conclusions about this phenomenon* • 
Resulto for snow also show good agreement with 
Chalmers results (fig*S4) so that i n general* support i s given to 
the conclusions drawn by Chalmers (1956) from his results and 
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further developed by Chalmers (1959)* Briefly these are that in 
the nimbo-otratus cloud, precipitation starting as snow receives a 
negative charge with the corresponding positive oharge being l e f t 
behind! as a result of separation in the cloud* I f the mow 
subsequently melts to give rain, a second prooess gives oharge 
separation i n the opposite direction and of greater magnitude 
giving the familiar positive X and negative F for rain* 
9*3 », Oharalng by Melting* 
I t i s hardly surprising that sleet being a mixture 
of solid and liquid precipitation should give results intermediate 
between enow and rain (as seen i n figs. 22 and 34) and particularly 
good correlation between X and F is found even for the "1989 aleet? 
( f i g * 34) where the results were not very numerous* 
There is considerable evidence supporting the belief 
that charging by melting i s the dominant process by which rain 
receives i t s electric charge. I t i s reasonable to suppose that i f 
oharge separation occurs olose to the ground amuoh closer correlate 
ion w i l l exist between, precipitation current end potential gradient 
than when the process takes place higher up. In the latter oase* 
factors euoh as turbulent diffusion, convection currents and 
variations of horizontal wind speed with height may destroy much 
of the correlation between X and F, 
i 
Wi$ i%oh&rging takes place at the melting level then 
where melting occurs close to the ground as i n the case of sleet or 
of the"wet snow* of f i g , £3, much greater conformity to linearity 
would be expected and is indeed found, then for days when rain or 
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snow was falling* fas sudden change from Gleet to snow on the 
6th January 1958 ass 6*6. is to be noted i n this respect* The 
results of Adlsins (19S9) taken i n , and just below* olouds of the 
nlfflbe*stratue type* also support the "charging by melting" theory* 
Also, as mentioned i n 6.7 the results of the Summer 
1983 show greater deviationsfrom the Chalmers equation than the 
Winter 87**88 data and this can be attributed to the difference In 
the height of the freezing (or melting) level. This too may be the 
cause of the greater incidence of points in the "positive In» 
positive F" quadrant due to there being a much greater t o t a l 
positive space charge above the apparatus because of the greater 
height of this level ( where the positive charge i s given to the 
rain)* Farther evidence could be obtained for this by obtaining 
data for the height of the freezing level and comparing with the 
results obtained. 
I t is f e l t that a very olose agreement cannot be 
expected between results of either different workers or of different 
periods, due to the varying conditions prevailing* Unless a l l 
pr^ci^ita^pJl without exception was observed over a particular 
period the dangers of "sampling" and assuming the samples to be 
typical* may be considerable. The larger the number of results*, 
of course* the better the sampling w i l l be. 
9*4,* Concerning the Shielded Collector* 
The expected differences i n the current density 
recorded by the shielded oollector and that measured by the exposed 
collector have been described i n Chapter 4 and details of the 
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actual observed differences were given i n 6*9* I t la now 
proposed to discuss now the practical results can be aooounted for 
particularly ia the light of the "Additional Experiments and 
Observations" of Chapter 7* 
Firstly the ionic conduction current 1 0 included la 
I but not Is (using the same notation as before) cannot acoount 
for the difference between the two since the value of I * I s shows 
no correlation with the magnitude of the potential gradient* Thus 
any effeot of i 0 is small compared to other faotors influencing 
the two quantities* This is well illustrated i n f i g * 34 (sleet »59) 
where i 0 would be negative a l l the time and could not possibly 
acoount for t being consistently greater than le. 
With regard to the results of Smiddy (1968) and the 
author on the charging of drops by splashing as desorlbed i n 7*3* 
I t can be concluded that this meonanism does not operate except 
possibly for the very highest rates of r a i n f a l l recorded and oan 
therefore be disregarded as a cause of the I * XB difference* 
The most likely souroe of this difference lias i n the 
shielding effeot of the shield i t s e l f , resulting i n smaller drops 
not contributing to I s * Tho drop size determinations (7*8) though 
extremely inadequate i n number do indicate that the very smallest 
drops (lose than 0.05 mm diameter)* can be missed i n conditions 
of, only slight wind and this oan be discussed i n terms of the 
results of Smith (1955) (see 4,4*) which give I s > I for positive 
F and I e < I for negative F. 
This is In agreement with the results of 6*9 for 
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positive F and a l l r, and for negative F ana high rates of rain* 
f a l l , but not for negative F and low r# 
Alternately i f I t is supposed that negative charge 
always predominate on very small drops as suggested by the d r i s E l e 
results of 1959 (6*11 c) then X0 w i l l be greater than I for a l l F 
and a l l r* This is in agreement with the observations except for 
the very high rates with negative F* I t i s significant that In 
both winter and SunMor results the ourrent increases9 l«o« io more 
positive, as r increases and i t io known that there i s a greater 
preponderance of larger drops as the rate of rainfa l l increases, 
(Best 1950}* 
Thus no explanation has been put forward which 
completely covers a l l the observations and whilst some possibilities 
have been rejected, the problem is s t i l l not fi n a l l y solved* 
9.6. Su^ffoatlons for Further Research* 
(a) Confirmation is required of the seasonal differences found 
i n the Winter and Summer results, together with an attempted 
correlation with the height of the freezing level* 
(b) Ic order to adapt the apparatus for continuous recording over 
longer periods than has been customary the problem of insulation 
breakdown due to spider's webs must be ovoroome* Since no way has 
been found of discouraging these creatures a web-breaking device 
could be constructed. For instance, the earthed guard-ring 
surrounding the collector could be slowly and continuously rotated 
by a suitable mechanism* St would be necessary to start recording 
automatically vjhen the rain commenced or else much recording paper 
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would bo wasted* and i f very large numbers of results were 
aooummulated a more effioient method of analysing and computing 
the data would be highly desirable* 
(o)- Close correlation with meteorological phenomena Is required; 
for instance the examination of precipitation current with the 
passage of the warm front of a depression could be carried out, 
and wind speed measurements could be of use* 
(d) A refinement and continuation of drop size determination may 
yield conclusive data regarding the I , Is difference* Also i t may 
be worth vMlo to develop a highly effioient "water dropper** to act 
as a calibrating instrument to apply a known OUTrent to each 
collector i n turn* 
(e) The Rainfall Recorder (Chapter 3) i s rogarded as satisfactory 
in both design and operation but considerable Improvement oould 
be made in materials and more aoourate oonstruotlon. 
( f ) In Atmospheric Bleotrioity the lack of control over conditions! 
the possibility of several unknown fadtors contributing 
simultaneously to the quantity being measured and the consequent 
d i f f i c u l t y i n interpreting results* always exist, and i t i s 
possible that not a great deal of further information concerning 
the nlmbo*stratu8 conditions w i l l be obtained from iaore precipitation 
current measurements at ground level* 
Kqasuremonta by aircraft both i n the cloud i t s e l f 
and at various hoights above and below i t would be highly desirable 
and would probably make a greater contribution towardssolving the 
problems of precipitation oleotrloity* 
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